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Abstract
The appeal of many leisure activities emerges from “shared experience,” wherein
participants feel an emotional synchrony with fellow participants. Essentially, participants’
emotions are enhanced by their awareness of and agreement with others’ emotional state. The
physical presence of others has always been considered a necessary condition for such
synchrony. Yet, recent anecdotal evidence suggests this may not be the case. Specifically,
virtual settings (e.g., online gaming, live-streaming concerts) in which others’ physical
presence is absent may also have the capacity to generate perceived emotional synchrony.
Drawing primarily from shared attention theory, this dissertation explores conditions for
perceived emotional synchrony in the context of virtual watch parties. It focuses on how such
synchrony relates to positive emotional responses to the experience.
Findings from a survey of participants’ experiences within virtual watch parties
suggest that such experiences represent opportunities to connect with others, especially
during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Findings from an experiment involving those same
participants suggest that, as expected, perceived emotional synchrony was positively
associated with positive emotional responses: positive emotional state, overall enjoyment,
and willingness to share the video with friends. Emotional synchrony rendered the
experience more worthwhile. This relationship held while controlling for trait-like tendency
to experience emotional synchrony and self-reported shared attention.
Importantly, we were able to create this synchrony among participants who were
physically alone as they watched an online event. Results suggest that shared attention, the
iv

perception that “we” are attending together, encourages perceived emotional synchrony in
virtual experiences. Mentalization, thinking about co-attendees’ experiences, helped to
explain the relationship between shared attention and perceived emotional synchrony.
Findings from the experiment further suggest that the social context of shared attention
further influenced perceived emotional synchrony. Perceived emotional synchrony was
highest when backchannel communication, the exchange of text-based messages with other
participants during the experience, was present. This was the case regardless of the level of
shared identity between participants.
These findings offer new insights regarding conditions for creating shared
experiences. They demonstrate that others’ physical presence is not necessary for perceptions
of emotional synchrony. Rather, a sense that others who are located elsewhere are coattending to a shared event can contribute to such synchrony. Sharing attention encourages
participants to think about others’ experiences and compare those to their own emotional
states, resulting in a sense of connection. Further, these findings demonstrate the importance
of backchannel communication in the creation of shared experiences. Whether participants
identified with co-viewers, text-based exchanges provided a window to others’ emotions,
adding to perceived emotional synchrony.
Ultimately, the dynamics of emotional connection resulted in more positive emotional
responses to a shared event. This insight has profound implications for leisure providers.
Physical proximity is less critical if providers offer tools that enable the exchange of
emotional information. In doing so they can render virtual spaces capable of supporting
shared experiences. Such experiences have important implications for the development
v

interpersonal relationships, individual and community well-being, and client repatronage
outcomes. This exploration of perceived emotional synchrony is essential to our evolving
understanding of leisure service delivery.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
People are inherently social creatures. We spend a great deal of our lives experiencing
the world with others. When individuals share experiences together, they may perceive a
connection, or synchrony, between their personal experience and others’ experiences.
Specifically, they might perceive that their emotional state within the experience is shared by
others. This perception is called perceived emotional synchrony (Páez et al., 2015). For
instance, an individual who attends their favourite annual event might perceive that their joy
is mirrored in the face of others at the event. Such perceptions have implications for
individuals and the providers who organize such experiences. The greater the perceived
emotional synchrony, the more enjoyable the experience (Stieler & Germelmann, 2016) and
the stronger participants’ intentions to repatronize the experience in the future (Jahn et al.,
2018).
We have always assumed that the physical presence of others is a necessary condition
for perceived emotional synchrony. Any student of history understands that the passions of
the crowd can shape the emotional response of any observer. The resulting perception of
emotional synchrony can lead to collective acts both great and small. Durkheim (1912)
observed that such synchrony required “that men [sic] are assembled, that sentiments are felt
in common and expressed in common acts” (p. 431-432). This assumption has continued to
inform our understanding of perceived emotional synchrony. Wlodarczyk et al., (2020)
recently asserted that “a necessary condition [for perceived emotional synchrony] is the copresence of other people physically gathered in a demarcated place and a degree of
awareness of the presence and interaction with them” (p. 2).
1

It is intuitive to assume the importance of the physical presence of others in creating
shared experiences. When people gather, their shared physical presence facilitates processes
of behavioural synchrony, mimicry, and emotional contagion (Hatfield et al., 2014). Such
processes can contribute to perceived emotional synchrony (Páez et al., 2015). Indeed, those
who gather work together to create a shared and often positive experience (Stieler &
Germelmann, 2016). Picture how the applause of thousands of concert goers might create the
experience of connection to all those present at the venue.
Experience providers have long been aware of this phenomenon. Whether organizing
festivals, sporting events, classes, or clubs, they have asked participants to convene in shared
spaces. Venues such as concert halls, stadiums, and gymnasiums are the settings of much
leisure activity. Traditionally, they have been the settings in which perceived emotional
synchrony is strongest (Gabriel et al., 2020). In such settings, providers arrange participants
in ways that highlight the physical presence of the other. Proximity to others is maximized
and coordinated behaviours are encouraged. For example, sports spectators are invited to
“make some noise!” Being together in a shared space in that moment can create a shared
experience that echoes throughout the crowd (Stieler & Germelmann, 2016).
The importance of others to the experience is not limited to large-scale events
typically associated with sport spectatorship. Social dynamics with small groups also
influence how individuals experience leisure pursuits. The experience of watching television
is enhanced by the physical presence of others (Gabriel et al., 2020). The more people
present, the greater the sense of emotional connection to fellow viewers, and the more
positive the emotional reaction to the episode. Gaming research (e.g., Kappen et al., 2014)
2

refers to such dynamics as co-located audience effects. It suggests that mundane social
interaction between players who occupy a shared space can drive players to become more
engaged in the shared experience. Clearly, when other are present, such presence can
contribute to synchrony and enjoyment.
However, recent events have challenged assumptions regarding the necessity of
others’ physical presence in the creation of perceived emotional synchrony. Now more than
ever before, individuals are “connecting” with each other in virtual settings. The growth of
virtual experiences (sometimes called “digital leisure,” see Silk et al., 2016) such as online
gaming to live-streamed concerts suggests tremendous opportunity to share experiences with
others. Consider that millions of people live streamed Andrea Bocelli’s “Music for Hope”
concert in April 2020 (Spangler, 2020). One viewer wrote of their experience: “I live alone,
but when Maestro Bocelli was singing, I felt that millions of souls were alongside me,
Praying for what all of us yearn for: the freedom to be together again” (Nancy Foster, April
16, 2020). Although this viewer was not physically present with other viewers, they
perceived that their experience was shared by millions of others.
The anecdote above suggests that perceived emotional synchrony might emerge in
virtual experience settings where others’ physical presence is absent. Yet, how such
synchrony is possible in virtual settings is unclear. The physical processes of emotional
expression, mimicry, and contagion that occur in shared physical spaces and that seem
central to creating shared experiences are typically absent in virtual experiences. Consider
that virtual “spectators” who watch live-streamed games and sports might feel emotionally
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connected to each other, despite having no access to others’ physical expressions of
emotional states.
This conundrum suggests that we need to re-examine the conditions under which
shared experiences emerge. The goal of this dissertation is to understand conditions for
perceived emotional synchrony within virtual experiences. A secondary goal is to understand
how such synchrony influences the quality of virtual experiences. The central thesis of the
dissertation is that the dynamics of shared attention are important to understanding when and
why virtual experiences become “shared” experiences.
1.1 Shared Attention
Shared attention is the perception that “we” are attending to something together, as
opposed to that “I” am attending alone (Shteynberg, 2015). Such attention may be relevant to
understanding perceptions of emotional synchrony in virtual settings because it may be
associated with feelings of connection to co-attendees. Under shared attention, individuals
often perceive others as similar and likeable (Boothby et al., 2014). Such feelings of
interpersonal closeness have been associated with perceived emotional synchrony (Páez et
al., 2015).
Importantly, shared attention does not require the physical presence of others. It
transcends physical spaces and may emerge in virtual experiences. Indeed, as Shteynberg
(2015) notes, “the potential for attending with others has increased with the emergence of
mass media technologies, which allow for the sharing of attention in the absence of physical
co-presence” (p. 580). This separates shared attention from other conditions thought
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important to perceived emotional synchrony in analog settings, such as coordinated
behaviours in close physical proximity (Páez et al., 2015).
Additionally, this dissertation considers how the social context in which attention is
shared influences perceived emotional synchrony. Social context is the characteristics of a
social situation, defined in terms of the degree of interaction between individuals and the
relationship between individuals (Ibañez & Manes, 2012). Attention may be shared in the
absence or presence of social interaction. Consider that millions of people attend to the
Superbowl each year. Many may be aware of their shared attention despite no interaction
with co-attendees. Alternatively, attention may be shared among a small group of dedicated
online gamers. As these examples suggest, shared attention may involve strangers or intimate
relationships. Such social context factors often influence how shared attention influences
individuals’ experiences (Boothby et al., 2014, 2016). They may also help us understand
when and why perceived emotional synchrony emerges in virtual experiences.
1.2 Social Context
As mentioned, attention may be shared with or without social interaction. Typically,
such interaction refers to the degree of interpersonal communication. In virtual settings, such
communication has been labelled backchannel communication (McCarthy & Boyd, 2005).
Specifically, backchannel communication refers to the exchange of text messages during an
experience. Such communication is an increasingly common feature of virtual experiences.
Consider that individuals who live stream content from platforms such as YouTube and
Twitch.tv interact with each other during the experience through backchannel
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communication. Providers of television and movie content such as Netflix also offer tools for
backchannel communication during shared streaming experiences.
Backchannel communication may alter how shared attention relates to perceptions of
emotional synchrony. The presence of backchannel communication provides evidence of
others’ experiences. Text is an emotionally rich medium and many people share their
emotions with other during an experience through typed word (Kramer et al., 2014). As such,
backchannel communication provides a cue about what it is that others are experiencing. This
may simulate some of the emotional exchange processes that are important to perceptions of
emotional synchrony in analog settings (Luo et al., 2020). This suggests that backchannel
communication may be essential to understanding perceived emotional synchrony in virtual
settings.
The social context of shared attention also varies in terms of interpersonal
relationships between co-attendees. Such relationships have been described in various ways
(Clark et al., 2017). One such way that is of interest here is that of shared identity. Shared
identity is the perception of self and others as members of a shared identity category
(Hopkins et al., 2016). For example, a concert goer might perceive a shared identity with
others in attendance who demonstrate a shared passion for the band (Neville & Reicher,
2011). Cues ranging from appearance to behaviour can suggest others’ identities, and such
identities are compared against one’s own salient sense of self to determine the extent to
which self and other are alike (Neville & Reicher, 2011).
Perceptions of shared identity influence perceptions of others and interpersonal
interactions with them (Neville & Reicher, 2011). The greater the shared identity, the more
6

trusting individuals are of each other (Neville & Reicher, 2011). Such mutual trust provides
opportunities for emotional displays and the contagion of such displays which can lead to a
sense of shared experience (Páez et al., 2015). Further, shared identity may interact with
backchannel communication within the social context of shared attention to influence
perceived emotional synchrony. For instance, in the absence of backchannel communication,
individuals may be more likely to perceive that they feel the same as those who share their
identity because individuals believe they can intuit the feelings of close others (Smith &
Mackie, 2016) and project their own experiences unto such others, even when it is inaccurate
to do so (Savitzky et al., 2011).
1.3 Perceived Emotional Synchrony and Positive Emotional Responses
Ultimately, participants and providers are interested in creating high-quality
experiences (Rossman & Ellis, 2012). Emotions are the building blocks of such experience
(Bastiaansen et al., 2019) and so the quality of an experience may be best described in terms
of participants’ emotions. Emotions, such as joy or sadness, represent the positive or negative
implications of situations for the individual (Bagozzi et al., 1999; Schwarz & Clore, 2007).
While emotions often involve a sense-making process and various bodily processes, this
dissertation is primarily concerned with emotional experience, or the feeling of an emotion
(see Bagozzi et al., 1999).
The dynamics of shared experiences seem to influence emotions. Shared attention can
amplify emotional responses (Boothby et al., 2014; Shteynberg et al., 2014), potentially
rendering pleasurable experiences even more pleasurable. As well, perceptions of emotional
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synchrony may be associated with several positive emotional responses (Páez et al., 2015)
that remain after the experience has concluded (Bouchat et al., 2020).
The interrelationships between shared attention, perceived emotional synchrony, and
the quality of participants’ experiences have not been examined in previous research. Further,
we know even less about how the dynamics of shared experiences unfold in virtual settings,
where shared attention and perceived emotional synchrony are not based on the physical
presence of others. Exploring such dynamics would inform our understanding of the role of
others in virtual experiences, which is greatly needed in both the service (Bolton et al., 2018)
and leisure (Wood et al., 2019) literatures. Indeed, as Schultz and McKeown (2018) stated,
“for leisure scholars to stay relevant in our current society, the topic of digital leisure spaces
and cultures should become a central rather than periphery focus” (p. 223). This dissertation
seeks to extend our understanding of how shared attention and perceived emotional
synchrony relate to emotional responses in virtual settings.
1.4 Importance of this Dissertation
To reiterate, this dissertation explores how shared attention might influence perceived
emotional synchrony and how these jointly may influence the quality of virtual experiences.
Such exploration may help us to rethink the necessity of others in the creation of desirable
shared experiences. This is important given the recent growth of interest in and provision of
virtual experiences. Last year, 1 million viewers tuned in together to watch the
“Tomorrowland” music festival. This is more than twice the attendance of a typical year
(Rose, 2020). Peloton, provider of live-streaming spin and fitness classes, recently hosted a
class with a mind-boggling 23,000 participants (Newcomer, 2020). Even Airbnb,
8

traditionally a platform for vacation rental advertisements, now advertises virtual experiences
(see Figure 1). Through Airbnb, people can share experiences ranging from pasta making to
escape rooms—all without gathering in a physical place. These examples demonstrate the
sheer magnitude of opportunities for sharing experiences in an increasingly virtual world.

Figure 1. Screenshot of Airbnb website as an example of the growth of virtually “shared”
experiences.
Of course, the growth of such virtual experiences seems to be driven by the ongoing
global COVID-19 pandemic. Since early 2020, individuals worldwide have experienced
changes to the availability of favoured leisure services. At the time of this writing, access to
many such services has been restricted and others have been cancelled altogether. As
mentioned earlier, such services offer opportunities to be with others and to experience
emotional synchrony with them (Gabriel et al., 2020). In times of uncertainty such as these,
individuals desire more—not less—connection to others (Hogg et al., 2007). Consequently,
9

the COVID-19 pandemic seems to be driving demand for virtual experiences, perhaps
because they offer alternative access to perceived emotional synchrony. The present research
seeks to make sense of the growing interest in virtual experiences from the perspective of
shared experiences.
Further, the negative effect of the COVID-19 on leisure behaviour and individual
well-being has been well-documented (e.g., Lesser & Nienhuis, 2020). Traditionally,
participation in such activities is positively associated with well-being in part because it
provides opportunities for rich and healthy social interaction (Newman et al., 2014).
Relatedly, when such activities encourage perceptions of emotional synchrony, they also
enhance well-being (Bouchat et al., 2020; Páez et al., 2015; Zumeta et al., 2016a). Thus,
understanding conditions for perceived emotional synchrony and the contribution of such
synchrony in virtual settings during COVID-19 may help us understand how to enhance the
well-being of those who are physically separated from others.
1.5 Purpose, Context, and Research Questions
The purpose of this dissertation is to develop an understanding of the conditions for
perceived emotional synchrony. More than that, it seeks to understand the conditions that
render such synchrony possible in the absence of others’ physical presence, in virtual
experiences. Drawing primarily from shared attention theory, it explores the relationship
between shared attention and the social context in which it is shared and perceived emotional
synchrony. Further, the dissertation explores the contribution of these shared experience
dynamics (shared attention and perceived emotional synchrony) to the quality of the virtual
experiences.
10

Virtual watch parties provide a context in which to explore these relationships. A
watch party, sometimes called “co-viewing,” is an activity in which individuals watch
content together at the same time. It may unfold in a shared physical space, such as when
sports fans congregate in “fan parks” or “fan zones” to watch their preferred teams play
(Ludvigsen, 2021). Alternatively, virtual watch parties occur in virtual spaces. In such
spaces, individuals may watch the same content at the same time as one another, separated by
physical distance. Such parties were of interest because they have been identified as
opportunities to “connect” with others (Hacker et al., 2020), yet their potential for creating
perceived emotional synchrony is unclear. As well, virtual watch parties vary in social
context: some are more intimate while others involve thousands of others. As such, they
provide a convenient opportunity to study how virtually shared experiences emerge.
The following research questions guide the dissertation:


Research Question 1: How is the COVID-19 pandemic associated with participation
in key virtual experiences (such as virtual watch parties)?



Research Question 2: How is shared attention associated with perceived emotional
synchrony?



Research Question 3: How is perceived emotional synchrony associated with positive
emotional responses?

1.6 Organization of the Dissertation
The dissertation is organized as five chapters. Following this chapter, Chapter 2 offers
a review of relevant literature. Hypotheses about the relationships between shared attention,
perceived emotional synchrony, and experience quality are offered in that chapter. Chapter 3
11

describes the research method used to examine such hypotheses to address the research
questions offered in this chapter. Chapter 4 presents the results of the research. Chapter 5
offers a discussion of the results in relation to the literature on perceived emotional
synchrony and leisure.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Chapter Overview
This chapter is organized as five sections. The first section presents the concept of
perceived emotional synchrony. The second section reviews the role of others’ physical
presence in creating such synchrony. The third section described the growth of virtual
experiences as opportunities for perceived emotional synchrony. The fourth section proposes
that shared attention and its social context are relevant to understanding shared experiences.
The fifth section reviews the importance of perceived emotional synchrony to the quality of
participants’ experiences.
2.2 Perceived Emotional Synchrony
The term “shared experience” is commonplace. Often, that term is used to describe a
particular moment in which two or more people perceive that their personal emotional
response to an external event is shared by others. For instance, people talk about the shared
experience of a favourite television episode. Their joy is recognized as being shared by the
other. In this dissertation, such a phenomenon is labelled perceived emotional synchrony
(Páez et al., 2015).
Critically, perceived emotional synchrony is not synonymous with other terms used to
describe shared experiences. The terms collective emotions (Garcia & Rimé, 2019) and
group affect (Barsade & Gibson, 2012) are also used to describe such experiences. However,
these terms differ from perceived emotional synchrony in terms of perception. Whereas
perceived emotional synchrony suggests the subjective experience of shared emotions,
13

collective emotions and group affect suggest an objectively measured synchrony of
emotional states.
Additionally, the term emotional climate (De Rivera & Páez, 2007) has been used to
describe the subjective experience of shared emotions, but it differs from perceived
emotional synchrony in terms of perspective. Whereas perceived emotional synchrony is a
perceived synchrony between one’s own emotions and others’ emotions, emotional climate
describes a perceived synchrony of emotions within a collective of which the individual may
or may not be a part.
Importantly, the subjectiveness of perceived emotional synchrony suggests that the
accuracy of such perceptions is not important. Whether one’s emotions and others’ emotions
are actually synchronized is irrelevant to perceived emotional synchrony. It is common for
emotions to become synchronized beyond individuals’ awareness (Ramanathan & McGill,
2007) and for individuals to perceive emotional synchrony where none exists (Boothby et al.,
2014). Indeed, people often misunderstand how their experiences relate to others’
experiences (Baimel et al., 2015; Wheatley et al., 2012). Such inaccuracies are unimportant
to the present research.
2.3 Perceived Emotional Synchrony and Leisure
Perceived emotional synchrony is common in everyday life. Most people have
experienced it at some point (Gabriel et al., 2017) and many people experience it on a regular
basis (Gabriel et al., 2020). Even the most mundane settings offer opportunities for such
synchrony. Waiting in line at the grocery store, for example, can result in a sense of shared
experience among those in the queue (Gabriel et al., 2020). This is not surprising given an
14

innate tendency to observe and respond to others’ emotions (Wheatley et al., 2012). Seeking
emotional synchrony seems an important part of our evolutionary past, which suggests that
many people will find such synchrony in everyday activities (Wheatley et al., 2012).
Leisure settings seem to offer opportunities for perceptions of emotional synchrony.
Gabriel et al. (2020) asked research participants to identify the activities or settings in which
they perceived emotional synchrony (called “collective effervescence” in that study) with
others. Responses included attending concerts, watching sports, playing sports, playing
games with friends, working out at a gym, walking in the park, and going to special events.
This sounds like a list of typical leisure activities.
Indeed, the prevalence of shared experiences in leisure settings is well documented in
the leisure literature. We have known for some time that leisure participants may sense
emotional connections to others in settings such as concerts (Harmon, 2016; Jahn et al.,
2018; Neville & Reicher, 2011), cultural celebrations (Páez et al., 2015), special events
(Bouchat et al., 2020; Hindley, 2020; Kyle & Chick, 2004; Wood, 2020), sport spectatorship
(Stieler & Germelmann, 2016), team sports (Tamminen et al., 2016), and outdoor recreation
(Arnould & Price, 1993; Kane & Zink, 2004).
A common theme among such activities is the physical presence of others. Leisure is
often a social pursuit that involves other people (Argyle, 1996). It manifests in stadiums
packed full of cheering fans, parks filled with families, and concert halls crowded with
adoring patrons. There seems to be something important about such shared physical spaces to
the creation of shared experiences. Since Durkheim (1912), we have assumed that
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congregating together is the first step toward the emergence of perceived emotional
synchrony.
2.4 Others’ Physical Presence
Others’ physical presence may facilitate perceived emotional synchrony because such
presence enables processes of emotional contagion. Emotional contagion is the transfer of
emotional states from one person to another person (Hatfield et al., 2014). It occurs through a
chain of effects that are triggered by others’ emotional displays, overt enactments of emotion
typically involving facial or body gestures and verbal communication (Gross, 1999). Our
inherently social nature suggests a need to be understood (Hollan, 2008). We use emotions as
tools to communicate so that we are understood by others. The physical presence of others
activates a need to be understood by such others and so it encourages emotional displays
(Chapman, 1975).
Exposure to emotional displays can lead to mimicry. When others display their
emotions, observers tend to mimic such displays (Hatfield et al., 2014). For instance, it is
well-documented that laugher is contagious. When one person laughs, smiles, or displays
happiness, others respond by smiling, too (Barger & Grandey, 2006). Such mimicry is
stronger when people are gathered in close physical proximity and weaker when they are
separated by physical distance (Lougheed et al., 2016).
In turn, emotional displays that are mimicked can influence individuals’ emotions in a
process called afferent feedback (Hatfield et al., 2014). For instance, the individual who
mimics a friends’ smile may feel happier as a result (Barger & Grandey, 2006).
Consequently, the individuals involved in emotional contagion may experience shared
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emotions. One person’s happiness is shared with the other and both feel happy at the same
time. This suggests that emotional contagion is a plausible and likely explanation for the
perceived emotional synchrony that often occurs in shared spaces (Páez et al., 2015).
Of course, the physical presence of others is unlikely to guarantee perceived
emotional synchrony. There are other factors that may determine when the physical presence
of others is most likely to result in perceived emotional synchrony. Some such factors are
tied to physical spaces and the way that people are arranged and interact in such spaces. The
degree of physical proximity to others is one such factor. When people gather in shared
physical spaces, perceptions of emotional synchrony seem strongest when individuals are
physically close to one another (Liebst, 2019; Neville & Reicher, 2011). For instance, shared
experiences may be especially potent at the epicenter of a concert, where the individual is
surrounded by others (Liebst, 2019).
Behavioural synchrony may be relevant to others’ influence on perceived emotional
synchrony, too. Behavioural synchrony is the coordination of individuals’ movements such
that each person moves together to a shared rhythm (Reddish et al., 2016). Behavioural
synchrony is a common feature of many activities in which people convene, especially those
described as leisure. As examples, when attending a concert, people sway and move as
though they were part of a single entity, and at sporting events, fans perform “the wave.”
Such coordinated behaviours have been implicated in the creation of perceived emotional
synchrony (Durkheim, 1912; Rennung & Göritz, 2016; Stieler & Germelmann, 2016). They
may signal shared kinship (Wheatley et al., 2012) which encourages the sharing and eventual
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synchrony of emotions (Páez et al., 2015). These insights further suggest the importance of
others’ physical presence to perceived emotional synchrony.
2.4.1 Individual and Relational Influences
Individual and relational factors also conspire with aspects of others’ physical
presence to generate perceptions of emotional synchrony. As mentioned earlier, most people
are sensitive to others’ emotions and even desire synchrony with them (Wheatley et al.,
2012). However, some people seem to be more interested in shared emotional experiences
than others and will actively seek out situations in which they can feel more connected to
others (Gabriel et al., 2017). Individuals who are most interested in shared emotional
experiences also situate themselves in closer physical proximity to others in shared spaces
(Liebst, 2019).
Also, some people seem to be “better” at establishing synchronous emotional
connections than others. Variables such as gender and culture seem relevant to such
connections. Women report greater emotional synchrony with others than men, perhaps
because women are more aware of and responsive to others’ emotional displays (Doherty et
al., 1995). Also, people from collectivist cultures may experience greater emotional unity
with others compared to those from individualistic cultures (Markus & Kitiyama, 1991).
These propositions are consistent with the emotional contagion literature which suggests that
certain individual differences render some people more susceptible to emotional contagion
than others (Hatfield et al., 2014).
In one experiment (Lamm et al., 2007), participants were brought into the lab and
asked to perform a task in which they observed another person experiencing pain. The
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researchers measured participants’ own pain responses following such observation. Results
suggested that participants’ trait-like empathy (tendency to respond to others’ emotions) was
positively associated with “catching” others’ pain. The more empathetic they were, the more
they experienced pain. Consequently, the shared emotional state (in this case, pain) was a
result of both shared physical presence of the other and their behaviours and individuals’ own
characteristics.
Additionally, relational factors can influence how shared physical presence influences
perceived emotional synchrony. When people gather, the closeness or distance of their
relationship (e.g., degree of familiarity, similarity, and trust; see Clark et al., 2017 for a
discussion of relational distance) can amplify or buffer emotional contagion processes,
respectively. Emotional contagion is strongest among relationally close individuals and
weakest among relationally distant ones (Martin et al., 2015). Not surprisingly then,
perceptions of emotional synchrony are strongest when those who gather identify with one
another, such as when they are fans of the same sports team (Neville & Reicher, 2011; Stieler
& Germelmann, 2016; von Scheve et al., 2014).
In summary, others’ physical presence provides opportunities for the emergence for
perceived emotional synchrony. It activates emotional displays which are often mimicked
and lead to such synchrony. It also offers opportunities for bodies to move in unison which
also contributes to the creation of shared experiences, especially when people are arranged
near one another. These dynamics are amplified by individual and relational factors. They are
strongest among those who self-select into shared spaces and who are open to sharing
emotions, and in situations where the relationship between those present is close. These
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characteristics are pervasive in the leisure settings that most strongly produce perceived
emotional synchrony. However, they may not be necessary to the creation of perceived
emotional synchrony. The remainder of this dissertation explores this proposition further.
2.5 Virtual Experiences
People are connecting with each other in virtual experiences more than ever before.
Virtual experiences are those in which individuals consume digital content such as live
streamed concerts, online gaming, and virtual fitness classes. Such experiences are
increasingly popular leisure pursuits worldwide (Rojas de Francisco et al., 2016; Sintas et al.,
2015). Indeed, according to Schultz and McKeown (2018), there is “a global trend in leisure
preferences toward spending leisure time engaged in digital leisure practices and spaces
(Schultz & McKeown, 2018, p. 225). This trend is especially evident now, during the
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. When the World Health Organization declared COVID-19 a
pandemic in March 2020, governments implemented physical distancing policies. Many of
these included restrictions on access to social gatherings (Government of Canada, 2021).
More than that, such policies influenced how people sought social connections with
others through leisure. Practically all providers of sport, recreation, hospitality, tourism, and
event services were mandated to reduce or even cease service delivery. Consequently, access
to the activities, places, and people associated with shared experiences were inaccessible. In
response, many leisure providers reimagined analog services as virtual experiences. For
example, the “Infringing” festival in Nanaimo, British Columbia, was successfully
transformed into a live-streamed experience (Nanaimo News Staff, 2020). Instead of asking
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patrons to gather in a physical space, the organizers presented musical talent in a virtual
space. The resulting event was accessible to anyone with an internet connection.
Such virtual experiences have exploded in popularity in recent years, especially as
physical distancing policies continue to be in effect. Several examples of the sheer scale of
such experiences were offered in Chapter 1. Consider also that an estimated 20.7 million
people tuned in to watch the “One World: Together at Home” concert in April 2020 (Nielson,
2020). The number of people who have tuned in together to such experiences is absolutely
staggering. These examples suggest tremendous opportunity to create innovative experiences
that are uncoupled from physical spaces. As McGillivray (2014) stated, new technologies
provide new opportunities for people to “escape the restrictions of geography and the
everyday to engage in new experiences” (p. 97).
It has already been suggested that virtual experiences are important opportunities for
creating a sense of connection and community (Han & Lee, 2014; Sjoblom & Hamari, 2017).
Yet, the potential of virtual experiences for creating perceived emotional synchrony has not
been examined. Some have commented that “the emotional energy of collectively
experiencing an event [is] no longer possible” because of COVID-19 (van Leeuwen et al.,
2020). Similarly, it has been suggested (see Jamieson, 2013) that the growing digitalization
of lives will diminish personal relationships in society. However, other anecdotal evidence
mentioned in Chapter 1 suggests the opposite, that virtual experiences provide tremendous
opportunity for perceived emotional synchrony. This dissertation addresses this conundrum
using shared attention theory.
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2.6 Shared Attention
Shared attention “is simply a perception that we are attending to something”
(Shteynberg et al., 2016, p. 665, emphasis in original). When people gather, such shared
attention is rendered salient by others’ behaviours. Picture thousands of fans looking toward
a musical act on stage, everyone’s eyes fixed on the band. Such shared gaze suggests shared
attention because gaze signals the direction of one’s attention (Baron-Cohen, 1995). It is no
surprise then that events in which gaze is focused on a single target (e.g., a religious
ceremony, a musical event) are settings in which perceived emotional synchrony is strongest
(Páez et al., 2015). The role of shared attention as an antecedent of such experiences is
implied in the literature (e.g., Páez et al., 2015; Wlodarczyk et al., 2020).
As mentioned earlier, the difference between shared attention and other potential
conditions for perceived emotional synchrony is that such attention transcends the boundaries
of physical space. It is conceivable that people from anywhere in the world could perceive
that they are co-attending to something at the same time as others are doing the same
(Shteynberg, 2015). Indeed, shared attention in virtual experiences seems pervasive in
everyday life. Millions of people watch scheduled television programs from their own private
spaces at the same time as each other. It seems plausible that some such individuals are
aware of fellow viewers and perceive that their attention to the show is shared by them
(Shteynberg et al., 2016). Thus, unlike dynamics tied to others’ physical presence, shared
attention may uniquely contribute to perceived emotional synchrony in virtual experiences.
Whether shared attention is established in virtual experiences may depend on several
factors. First, the individual must be aware of the other. Shared attention in unlikely for those
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who are unaware of others because such attention depends on a perception that “we” (i.e., me
and someone else) are attending together (Shteynberg, 2015). Second, shared attention
requires synchronicity: that the individual and the other(s) attend at the same time
(Shteynberg et al., 2014). Consider that a person might watch a pre-recorded show and their
friend might watch that same show at some other time. They might later share stories that
suggest a similar emotional reaction to the show. But, while watching, shared attention would
be unlikely because the viewing experiences are not synchronous with each other.
Shared attention is also most likely to occur when there is some evidence that others
are actually attending to the same thing as the individual. Again, when people are gathered
their attention is obvious from their gaze. When co-attendees are physically separated from
the individual, evidence of their shared attention is missing. Indeed, previous research
(Boothby et al., 2016) has shown that the effects of shared attention on individuals’
experiences are typically buffered by physical distance. Information about others’ shared
attention, such as a reminder that others are viewing with the individual (Shteynberg et al.,
2016), may help to establish shared attention in the absence of others’ physical presence.
Shared attention may be positively associated with perceived emotional synchrony in
virtual experiences because of mentalization. Mentalization means to think about the content
of others’ minds, their thoughts, and their emotions—in other words, their experiences
(Boothby et al., 2014). When shared attention is absent, mentalization is unlikely (Bhargave
et al., 2018, study 4). Consider that an individual watching an interesting television show
alone will most likely focus on the show. They might wonder what others who have watched
the show thought about it, but they are unlikely to mentalize about co-attendees’ experiences
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because there are no such co-attendees. Conversely, when shared attention is apparent,
individuals mentalize more about others’ experiences (Bhargave et al., 2018).
In turn, mentalization may lead to a stronger perception of emotional synchrony.
Perceived emotional synchrony requires a mental model or representation of others’
experiences. Mentalization produces such a model which can then be used to make
assessments of others and the relationship between their experiences and one’s own (Smith &
Mackie, 2016). Thus, it may serve as a necessary precursor to perceived emotional
synchrony. Further, this suggests that without mentalization, the mental model of others’
experiences is “empty” or unclear. Consequently, failure to mentalize renders comparisons of
one’s own experience and others’ experiences, and in turn perceptions of emotional
synchrony, unlikely.
Critically, because mentalization is subjective, it may result in perceived emotional
synchrony even when such synchrony is inaccurate. Mental processes are often subject to
personal biases (Kahneman, 2011), and mentalization is no exception. Mentalization is
egocentric. It is based on one’s own assumptions about others’ experiences which are
informed by one’s own experience in the world. As such, when mentalizing about others’
experiences, people often assume that others’ experiences are like their own, a phenomenon
called projection (Baimel et al., 2015; Crisp & Turner, 2009; Savitzky et al., 2011).
In one study (Boothby et al., 2014, study 2) participants were invited into the lab and
asked to eat a piece of chocolate that was predetermined by the researchers to be unpleasant.
A second person, ostensibly another participant but in fact a confederate of the study, was
present. In one condition, the confederate and the participant ate chocolate together.
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Unbeknownst to the participant was that the confederate ate a pleasant tasting chocolate.
Many of the participants reported feeling on the same “wavelength” as the confederate, an
indicator of their perceived emotional synchrony. They likely mentalized about their
partner’s shared reaction to the chocolate. But, given the confederate’s role and that they ate
a different chocolate, actual emotional synchrony was unlikely. Projection of the
participants’ own experience unto their mental model of the co-attendee’s experience
resulted in perceived emotional synchrony. Building from this finding in the context of
virtual experiences, the following hypothesis is offered:
Hypothesis 1: shared attention will be positively associated with perceived emotional
synchrony.
2.7 The Role of Social Context
Shared attention is an inherently social phenomenon because it requires awareness of
the other and the direction of their attention. As such, shared attention exists in a social
context. Such context varies between experiences. In some, the context is interactive and in
others it is not. Sometimes it is intimate and other times it is comprised of strangers with no
previous relationship to each other. Previous research has shown that such contextual
dynamics modify the effects of shared attention on individuals’ shared experiences (Boothby
et al., 2014; Shteynberg et al., 2014). This dissertation builds on such earlier research to
better understand the role of social context in the relationship between shared attention and
perceived emotional synchrony within virtual experiences. Two factors are used to define
social context of shared attention: degree of social interaction (in this case, the presence of
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backchannel communication) and type of closeness of interpersonal relationships (in this
case, shared identity).
2.7.1 Backchannel Communication
Social context is in part defined by the degree of interaction between individuals in
each setting. In virtual settings, such interaction has been labelled computer mediated
communication (CMC; Kiesler et al., 1984). Both video-based CMC and text-based CMC
have been offered within virtual experiences. For instance, online fitness classes offered by
Peloton include person-to-person video feeds. Participants can watch and speak to each other
as they engage with the class. Text-based CMC is also popular on several virtual platforms.
Participants are offered the opportunity to exchange text-based messages with each other as
they engaged in virtual content together.
Video-based interaction has been implicated in shared experiences in virtual settings
(Brubaker et al., 2012; Muntean et al., 2015; Neustaedter et al., 2020). When people connect
from different locations, video communication may contribute to a sense of shared
experience because it offers visual cues about others’ experiences. Video provides access to
facial expressions and other body language in a way that may give greater insight into others’
thoughts and feelings. The opportunity to see others’ emotional displays within the context of
a shared event might generate a deeper understanding of others’ experiences (Brubaker et al.,
2012). However, this is not the focus of the present study.
Text-based CMC is of interest here because it is much more pervasive than videobased CMC in virtual experiences. Increasingly, providers seek to offer opportunities for
participants to exchange text-based messages with one another during a virtual experience
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(Haimson & Tang, 2017). The term backchannel communication is used in this dissertation
to describe opportunities to exchange such messages. This term suggests that participants
may exchange messages with one another during the experience, through a “backchannel”
(e.g., smart phone), in this case one integrated into the offering itself (Chen et al., 2017; Nagy
& Midha, 2014). For example, Netflix now offers opportunities for participants from
multiple households to simultaneously exchange messages and co-view content together.
Traditionally, backchannel communication has been criticized as distracting from
shared events. The fear was that turning attention to such communication would result in
missed moments (Ayer & McCarville, 2020). For example, some may think that a walk in the
park is ruined by the exchange of texts. Similarly, watching live sports, it has been claimed,
would be less engaging when backchannel communication is present (Ayer & McCarville,
2020).
Alternatively, backchannel communication may lead to greater perceived emotional
synchrony because such communication provides evidence of others’ emotions. Again,
emotions are indicators of the essence of one’s experience (Bastiaansen et al., 2019). In
analog settings, emotions are expressed in several ways (Hatfield et al., 2014). Such
expressions signal others’ experiences and form the basis of perceived emotional synchrony.
In the absence of others’ physical presence, information about others’ emotions is also
absent. But, backchannel communication may simulate emotional cues (Kramer et al., 2014).
Indeed, text is an emotionally rich medium that can provide a window to others’ experiences
(Schweitzer & Waytz, 2020).
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In turn, emotional information carried by backchannel communication may facilitate
emotional contagion. As mentioned earlier, exposure to others’ emotional displays can be
associated with mimicry and internalization of the emotions that are displays (Hatfield et al.,
2014). This process may not be limited to analog settings. When participants read other
participants’ messages, assuming that such messages carry a shared sentiment about the coattended event, they may “catch” the emotions that are shared over text (Luo et al., 2020). It
seems plausible that such text-based emotional contagion could result in the perception of
emotional synchrony with co-attendees.
Ayer and McCarville (2020) explored backchannel communication among tennis
enthusiasts who viewed a live tennis match. These enthusiasts were separated from each
other, each occupying their own private space. As they watched the match, they posted about
their experiences for others to see. In this way, backchannel communication provided
exposure to others’ experiences. For many viewers, such backchannel communication
seemed to contribute to perceived emotional synchrony. For example, as viewers wrote about
elation or disappointment, others responded noting that they felt the same way. This suggests
that when attention is shared in virtual experiences backchannel communication is important
to creating perceived emotional synchrony
Hypothesis 2: the presence of backchannel communication will be positively
associated with perceived emotional synchrony.
2.7.2 Shared Identity
The second social context factor of interest here is that of shared identity. Shared
identity is the perception of mutual self-other categorization (Hopkins et al., 2016). It
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suggests that the individual identifies with the other and perceives that the other identifies
with them, too. In each situation, all individuals have a salient identity (Markus & Kunda,
1986). When the situation is social, that is when the individual is aware of the other, they
seek to categorize the members of the situation to establish characteristics of their
relationship to others (Tajfel et al., 1971; Turner et al., 1987). When there is some evidence
that the self and other are similar is some important way, the individual perceives that their
identity is shared by the other (Turner et al., 1987). For instance, two people wearing the
same band tee at that band’s show are likely to perceive, in that moment, a shared identity
with the other (Neville & Reicher, 2011).
Any experience situated in a social context may depend on the degree of shared
identity with those involved in the experience. Consider as an example an individual at a
cultural celebration who deeply identifies with the event. For that individual, the extent to
which others share in that identity influences the quality of their experience. Their
perceptions of shared identity influence their perceptions of opportunities to express their self
to others (Hopkins et al., 2016). Such expression is an important part of many gatherings that
can influence one’s enjoyment of the event (Hopkins et al., 2016). Shared identity also
facilitates perceptions of trust and respect that transform social interactions toward greater
intimacy and, ultimately, more enjoyment (Neville & Reicher, 2011).
Shared identity is prevalent in many leisure experiences. Individuals often self-select
into activities based on their salient identities (Haggard & Williams, 1992; Jun & Kyle,
2012). Thus, those who choose to gather in leisure typically share some common identity.
More than that, individuals who perceive that their identity is shared by fellow participants
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also often report perceived emotional synchrony with them (Zumeta et al., 2016b; Páez et al.,
2015; Stieler & Germelmann, 2016). Emotional contagion may be an important process
through which shared identity is related to perceived emotional synchrony. When shared
identity is high, individuals are more likely to display their emotions (Hopkins et al., 2016)
and may be more sensitive to the emotions of others’ (Neville & Reicher, 2011). As
mentioned earlier, these are important conditions for emotional contagion (Hatfield et al.,
2014).
Hypothesis 3: shared identity will be positively associated with perceived emotional
synchrony.
In some instances, the identity of others with whom messages are exchanged is
known. For example, friends might tune in together to a synchronously streamed movie,
exchanging messages with each other throughout. Alternatively, many virtual experiences
rely on backchannel communication that is devoid of “the standard visual and aural cues of
social identity” (Norris, 2002, p. 5). Consider that online gamers experience virtual worlds
from the perspective of their “avatars”. Such virtual representations of the “self” conceal
indicators of gender, race, and age that typically inform impressions of others’ identities.
More than that, virtual spaces provide opportunities to “pretend to be someone else or
disclose parts of our identities that we do not dare to express elsewhere” (Ron & Nimrod,
2018, p. 251). Given that identities can be obfuscated online, the importance of backchannel
communications might be increased. Indeed, they might provide the only cues to participants
hoping to connect with others of similar dispositions.
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When shared identity is high, the presence or absence of backchannel communication
may be inconsequential to perceived emotional synchrony. Individuals with similar identities
tend to experience events in similar ways because their identity is a lens for the experience
(Hareli & Hess, 2010). Thus, their emotional displays are likely to suggest perceived
emotional synchrony. When such displays (e.g., backchannel communication) are absent,
perceived emotional synchrony may be based on intuitions about others’ experiences. When
they think about similar others’ experiences, they are likely to assume that such others’
experiences are similar to their own (Savitzky et al., 2011). Thus, when co-attendees are
similar, regardless of the presence of backchannel communication, perceived emotional
synchrony will be high.
Conversely, when shared identity is low, the role of backchannel communication may
be more important to understanding perceived emotional synchrony. In the absence of
backchannel communication, intuitions about dissimilar others’ experiences are unlikely to
result in perceived emotional synchrony. Indeed, people often assume that out-group
members’ experiences are dissimilar to their own, a phenomenon called “counter-projection”
(Denning & Hodges, 2021; Savitzky et al., 2011).
However, the introduction of backchannel communication could reverse such an
effect because it provides clear evidence of a shared experience. Typically, shared identity is
based on identity cues such as others’ appearance (Neville & Reicher, 2011). In virtual
settings, such cues are more subtle, including usernames and icons (Tanis & Postmes, 2007).
Such cues signal identity and, when they are aligned with one’s own identity, they are a
mental short-cut to perceptions of emotional synchrony. Yet, the emotional information
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carried by text may supersede such mental short cuts because it provides plain evidence of
others’ experience. When co-attendees write that they loved the event, whether they
originally shared in the individuals’ identity may be irrelevant to perceived emotional
synchrony. This is consistent with the finding that individuals’ emotional displays have a
greater influence on perceptions of emotional connection than other identity cues (e.g.,
O’Donnell et al., 2016). Thus, the following hypothesis is offered:
Hypothesis 4: shared identity moderates the relationship between backchannel
communication and perceived emotional synchrony such that (a) when shared identity is low,
backchannel communication will be positively associated with perceived emotional
synchrony and (b) when shared identity is high, backchannel communication will be
unrelated to perceived emotional synchrony.
2.8 Shared Experience Dynamics and Emotional Responses
Ultimately, participants and providers are interested in creating desirable experiences
(Rossman & Ellis, 2012). As mentioned earlier, the quality of an experience may be best
described in terms of emotional responses. Emotions are mental states that arise from
appraisals of events and that may result is specific actions (Bagozzi et al., 1999). They
constitute the basic “building block” of experience because they indicate how the individual
responded to the service in terms of mental appraisals and the feelings that arise from such
appraisals (Bastiaansen et al., 2019). This dissertation is concerned with the experiential
aspect of emotions, the subjective feeling of an emotional state (e.g., excitement, inspiration;
Bagozzi et al., 1999).
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Whether participants feel happy or sad, inspired or discouraged, can mean the
difference between a successful outing and a poor one. Indeed, such emotional responses are
important to both participants and providers. They can influence participants’ quality of life
(Newman et al., 2014). They can also influence participants’ plans to repatronize the provider
in the future (Hart et al., 2007) and share positive messages about the experience with others
(Pelletier & Collier, 2018). This suggests that examining factors that contribute to emotional
responses can inform an understanding of how create desirable experiences. The present
research explores the contribution of perceived emotional synchrony to such emotional
responses.
Traditional leisure experiences were thought to have multiple phases (Clawson &
Knetsch, 1966). The traditional experience was thought to begin, for example, with
anticipation and expectation. In traditional contexts the individual travelled to the leisure
setting/event and took part in the on-site experience. The experience continued as they
traveled home, perhaps reflecting on their experience. They might interact with other
participants at each of these phases. As a result, involvement in each phase could establish
meaning, enhance positive emotions, and even contribute to perceptions of community
among those who take part (Harmon & Scott, 2017).
However, of interest here, the structure of these important phases might need to be
reconsidered for virtual experiences. While feelings of anticipation and reflection may be
very much a part of such experiences, those who tune in to a live-streamed concert do not
typically “travel to” and “travel from” a site. Instead, they participate from the comfort of
their own homes. Understanding the virtual experience, then, may require an even deeper
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focus on in-situ dynamics. The present study focuses on those in terms of shared attention
and shared emotion.
The role of social interaction in understanding the quality of virtual experiences is
still debated. Jamieson (2013) summarized two perspectives on the topic: the optimists and
the pessimists. Optimists see that digital technologies offer opportunities for the development
of close personal relationships. They contend that connecting with others in virtual spaces
can be meaningful and worthwhile. Alternatively, pessimists see those same technologies as
threats to personal relationships. Their view is that increasing digitization renders
relationships between individuals fragile and shallow. What seems clear is that understanding
the dynamics of shared experiences is central to understanding whether social interaction
helps or hinders the quality of virtual experiences.
Previous research has explored relationships between shared attention and emotional
responses to providers’ offerings. Such research has shown that shared attention amplifies
emotional responses. For instance, Boothby et al. (2014) asked participants to report their
emotional responses to eating chocolate. Such responses were heightened under conditions of
shared attention. When the chocolate was pleasant, sharing attention was associated with
greater enjoyment of the chocolate, and when the chocolate was unpleasant, shared attention
rendered the experience worse. Similar results have been demonstrated in other studies
(Boothby et al., 2016, 2017; Shteynberg et al., 2014).
In a similar vein, previous service research suggests that shared attention may be
related to emotional responses to service delivery. Service settings are often social contexts
in that individuals participate in the service together and are aware of others’ presence. For
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example, restaurant and movie patrons are usually aware of others’ presence, and some even
seek out the social ambience that such presence creates (Jolly et al., 2019). Even when
interaction with others is absent, simply sharing attention to a common event can amplify
emotional responses. For example, when service fails, experiencing such failure with others
creates more aggravation than when it is experienced alone (Du et al., 2014; He et al., 2012).
As explained earlier, such amplification may be clarified by mentalization. Shared
attention is positively associated with mentalization (Bhargave et al., 2018). Such
mentalization renders others’ experiences more salient. Thus, under shared attention, when
the individual evaluates their own experience, they do so both from a private lens and from
the lens of the other. When others’ experiences under shared attention are perceived to be
like one’s own, such shared attention then amplifies emotional reactions to stimuli (Boothby
et al., 2014; Raghunathan & Corfman, 2006; Shteynberg et al., 2014).
Further, the relationship between shared attention and emotional responses seems to
operate at multiple levels of emotional responses. As mentioned earlier, emotional responses
include visceral feelings such as inspiration and wonder and they include evaluative
responses tied to the broader experience (Bagozzi et al., 1999). For example, consider a
theme park experience comprised of moments full of excitement (e.g., roller coaster rides)
but also lulls (e.g., waiting in line). Emotional responses in the experience include feelings
tied to such moments but also the impression of satisfaction or enjoyment that the experience
“leaves” the individual with (Kahneman, 2011). Of course, both sorts of responses are
interwoven (Ladhari, 2009). Shared attention may amplify emotional responses at both
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levels, at the level of evaluations and the level of “feelings” about the experience (Boothby et
al., 2014).
A separate line of research has explored the relationship between perceived emotional
synchrony and emotional responses (Páez et al., 2015; Bouchat et al., 2020). In general, such
research suggests that perceived emotional synchrony is associated with a more positive
emotional experience. In situations that are generally enjoyable, such as when listening to a
favourite band at a festival, perceived emotional synchrony seems to heighten positive
aspects of the experience. For instance, perceived emotional synchrony may be positively
associated with experience satisfaction (Jahn et al., 2018) and participants’ reports of positive
emotions (Páez et al., 2015). Thus, like shared attention, perceived emotional synchrony may
be related to emotional responses at multiple levels.
However, unlike the shared attention research reported earlier, perceived emotional
synchrony research suggests an enhancement effect of shared experiences. It suggests that
sharing in an emotional experience with others can heighten positive emotional responses to
the event regardless of the emotional tone of the event. Consider that some leisure
experiences are not immediately enjoyable (Lee et al., 1994). For instance, dark tourism
experiences may evoke feelings of sadness and anger. And yet, sharing such experiences
with others may render emotional responses more positive. When participants in a solemn
remembrance event were surveyed, their reports of perceived emotional synchrony were
associated with greater positive emotion and less negative emotions (Páez et al., 2015).
Despite the “negative” tone of the event, sharing in the experience made it more positive.
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This pattern has been observed in other less-enjoyable circumstances, too. In a study
of students in classrooms, results showed that boring experiences were more enjoyable when
they were shared by others (Gabriel et al., 2020). Specifically, the perception that one’s
boredom was shared by others was positively associated with enjoyment of the event,
positive mood, feeling lost in the moment (i.e., “flow”), and feelings of wonder and
amazement. More than that, even traumatic events are reported to be less devastating when
they are shared by others than when they are not (Pelletier, 2018). It seems that when
individuals experience pain or injustice, they seek out commonality with others, and at that
moment establishing that one’s experience is shared by others reduces the negativity of the
experience (Konis et al., 2016).
Together, these parallel lines of research suggest that both shared attention and
perceived emotional synchrony influence emotional responses in complimentary ways.
Shared attention may amplify emotions. Given that most leisure settings are inherently
pleasurable, such attention seems likely to heighten positive emotions. Even when the
situation is negative (e.g., boring, sad), shared attention that results in perceived emotional
synchrony may eventually result in positive emotions because such synchrony heightens
positively regardless of situational emotional tone.
Based on the preceding review of the literature, it is expected that both shared
attention and perceived emotional synchrony are associated with emotional responses. For
this dissertation, the leisure setting in which relationships are explored (watching a video clip
about a concert) is expected to be a positive one. Within that context, it is expected that
greater shared attention and perceived emotional synchrony render the experience more
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desirable. Examining influences of these dynamics on emotional responses together, within a
single study, is novel and therefore adds to our understanding of the emotional quality of
shared experiences. Figure 2 presented below summarizes the hypothesized relationships to
be explored.
Hypothesis 5: shared attention will be positively associated with positive emotional
responses.
Hypothesis 6: perceived emotional synchrony will be positively associated with
positive emotional responses.

H5

Shared
Attention

H1

Perceived
Emotional Synchrony

H6

Positive
Emotional Responses

H2 to H4

Social Context
(backchannel
communication and
shared identity)

Figure 2. Theoretical model of the relationships between shared attention, perceived
emotional synchrony, and emotional response. Note: H = hypothesis.
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Chapter 3: Method
3.1 Design
The research design for this study has two parts. The first part was comprised of a
survey that asked about participants’ involvement in virtual experiences, collected
demographic information, and asked how participants spent time interacting with others in
virtual and analog settings. The goal of the survey was to better understand their behaviour
patterns and perspectives regarding virtual social experiences. The second part of the
research design was an online experiment. Participants were randomly assigned to one of five
shared attention conditions while perceived emotional synchrony and emotional responses to
a stimulus were measured. The experiment was introduced to better understand how shared
attention might influence perceived emotional synchrony in virtual settings and how these
shared experience dynamics contribute to the quality of participants’ virtual experiences. The
study was approved by an institutional ethics review board (project #43124).
3.2 Participants
Participants were recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) platform.
MTurk is a crowdsourcing tool that is often used by researchers to recruit research
participants (Paolacci & Chandler, 2014). This tool provided a convenient opportunity to
create and manipulate conditions associated with a virtually shared experience (Shteynberg et
al., 2014). Consistent with best practices in recruiting from MTurk, only those who had a
90% approval rating based on previous MTurk participation were eligible to participate in the
study. As well, for reasons described later, only those with Canadian internet protocol (IP)
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addresses were eligible to participate. The desired sample size for the study was calculated
based on a power analysis conducted with G*Power 3.1.9.4 (Faul et al., 2007). Given the
input that participants would be assigned to one of five conditions and the analyses were
primarily based on between-groups comparisons (with α = .05 and power = .80), a minimum
of 128 participants (or 26 in each condition) was desired.
3.3 Procedure
Potential participants were invited to a “Video Streaming Experience Study.” This
adequately described the context of the study without revealing its focus, that of perceived
emotional synchrony. This was important to minimizing hypothesis guessing (Bhargave et
al., 2018). Those who responded to the study advertisement were taken to the study which
was hosted on the LabVanced website (Finger et al., 2017). After consenting to participate,
participants were invited to complete a survey of their virtual experiences. This included
questions about frequency of and intention to participate in such experiences, and the
platforms, activities, and other people featured in them. Several other questions were posed
to identify the extent to which virtual experiences were used to connect with friends before
and during the COVID-19 pandemic when physical distancing protocols prohibited many
social gatherings.
After participants completed the survey, they were invited to watch a short video and
provide responses to questions about it. This task was meant to simulate a virtual watch party
experience. Watching content online is among the more popular leisure pursuits today (Rojas
de Francisco et al., 2016) and it seems that an increasing number of viewing experiences
involve viewing with other people in some way. As mentioned earlier, Netflix now offers
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opportunities to create virtual watch parties with friends. Of interest here, participants in such
events are aware that others are present, but they cannot hear or see the “others”. As such, the
dynamics surrounding these “shared experiences” is both theoretically relevant and
practically interesting.
Each participant was offered a choice of video theme: music, culture, and recent
history. In fact, all participants were presented the same video regardless of which theme
they chose. The three themes were all equally descriptive of the actual video, which is
described later. Offering a choice was meant to simulate a leisure experience. Indeed, free
choice is a hallmark of leisure experiences (Mannell & Bradley, 1986). Even under the
demand of the study, participants may have perceived a freely chosen video as a leisure-like
experience. Also, the choice task provided an opportunity to manipulate the social context of
shared attention. Detail on this manipulation is offered later.
Once the video concluded, participants were asked to respond to questions about their
experience. Questions probed a variety of issues including perceived emotional synchrony
and emotional responses to the video. After answering such questions, participants were
debriefed about the purpose of the study. This was appropriate given the deception involved
in the experiment (Bhargave et al., 2018). At the end of the debrief, participants were asked
to re-consent to the study (no participants asked to be withdrawn). All those who completed
the study received $2.50 in appreciation for their time.
3.4 Video Stimulus
Participants were presented with a two-minute-long video depicting highlights of the
final song played by the Tragically Hip in their farewell concert. A concert setting was
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selected for the study for several reasons. First, virtually streamed concerts are increasingly
popular, suggesting that results of a study situated in a concert setting are of interest to those
seeking to understand virtual experiences in general. Second, concerts are opportunities for
social interaction and deeply powerful emotion (Harmon & Scott, 2017). This latter point is
particularly important. The experiment exposed participants to a video that had had the
potential to evoke a strong emotional reaction. Prior to the farewell tour, the lead singer of
the band, Gord Downie, had announced he had terminal brain cancer. Critically, the video
was edited to highlight powerful and positive emotional responses from the crowd, and it
ended with Gord’s final goodbye: “Thank you. You were wonderful. Thank you.”
Gord Downie passed away shortly after the tour had ended, a few years before this
study was conducted. This suggests that exposure to the video could be particularly
emotional for participants. They were witnessing a final moment in the band’s iconic career,
a career that spanned decades. It seems important to note that participants in this design were
not necessarily fans of the band featured in the video stimulus. Participants may have varied
in their familiarity with and passion for the Tragically Hip at the time of the study. In this
way, the study is not a traditional study of fans or enthusiasts. Alternatively, leisure
researchers interested in such fans have used interview methods to better understand the fan
experience, sometimes with individuals who have followed a given music group for decades
(see for example Harmon & Dunlap, 2018; Harmon & Scott, 2017). The goal here was not to
study fans, per se, but rather to understand how people co-attending to a single stimulus (in
this case, a “concert”) might feel emotionally connected to each other.
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3.5 Conditions and Manipulations
Participants were randomly assigned to one of five conditions. Characteristics of the
conditions are summarized in Table 1. In the control condition, participants’ experiences
were entirely individual. No other participants were mentioned, and they watched the video
alone. Because no others were a part of the experience, this condition represents an
experience in which shared attention was absent (Shteynberg et al., 2016).

Table 1. Summary of characteristics of study conditions
Conditions

Shared Attention
Cues about
Manipulation
Others
Control
No
N/A
A: SI low and BC absent
Yes
Participant List (American)
B: SI high and BC absent
Yes
Participant List (Canadian)
C: SI low and BC present
Yes
Participant Chat (American)
D: SI high and BC present
Yes
Participant Chat (Canadian)
Notes: abbreviations are SI = shared identity and BC = backchannel communication
The remaining participants were assigned to one of four conditions in which the
presence of shared attention was “created”. The shared attention manipulation was comprised
of two parts. First, these participants were informed just prior to the video that they were part
of an MTurk “microbatch,” a group of people who were simultaneously participating in the
study. Microbatches are common and so it was entirely plausible that participation was
situated in this group context (Shteynberg & Apfelbaum, 2013). This was intended to
activate awareness of others, a necessary feature of shared attention (Shteynberg, 2015).
Participants (apart from those in the control condition) were always made aware of the virtual
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presence of four others. In fact, all participation was private, and participants were debriefed
about this at the end of the study.
Second, participants assigned to the shared attention conditions were reminded that
their participation was synchronized with others’ participation. Specifically, throughout the
experiment, they experienced intermittent delays accompanied by the message “waiting for
others…” Synchronicity is critical to shared attention, and without it shared attention is not
possible (Shteynberg, 2015). Further, as the video played, the presence of ostensible others
was represented using visual cues. Depending on the specific condition to which they were
assigned, others’ presence was simulated using national flags and participant names (e.g.,
“Participant 1”) and/or text-based messages. Such subtle cues reminded participants that their
attention to the video was shared by others (Shteynberg, 2010).
3.5.1 Manipulation of Backchannel Communication
Backchannel communication was either absent or present. When it was absent, no
opportunity to exchange text messages was offered. Instead, participants saw a box to the
right of the video player labelled “Participant List” (see Figure 3). When backchannel
communication was present, the Participant List box was replaced with a “Participant Chat”
box (see Figure 4). The chat box was pre-programmed to simulate a live chat that was
relevant to the content of the video. The content of the chat was borrowed from YouTube
comment sections associated with similar videos of the concert (e.g., “the Hip!” “I was so
teary-eyed during the whole show!”). All comments were consistent with the emotional tone
of the video, a mix of happiness and nostalgia. Spelling errors were intentionally included to
increase the authenticity of the chat. One message was sent from each of the four ostensible
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chat members. The messages appeared in the same order across conditions. The first message
appeared about 10 seconds after the video began and the other messages appeared around
every 20 seconds after that. Also, to increase the believability of the chat, participants were
able to send their own messages, but such messages were not recorded.

Figure 3. Screenshot of the “Participant List” provided to participants in condition A
(backchannel communication absent and shared identity low).
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Figure 4. Screenshot of the “Participant List” provided to participants in condition D
(backchannel communication present and shared identity high).
3.5.2 Manipulation of Shared Identity
Shared identity was either low or high. Critically, because shared identity is based on
situational identity, participants’ sense of self as Canadian was first activated. Recall that all
participants were in Canada, and they were asked to confirm that location before the
experiment. Simply selecting their location could have been enough to activate a situational
sense of self as Canadian (Reed, 2004). As well, the description of the video provided to
participants just before the video began mentioned several Canadian elements. It mentioned
Canadian locations and suggested the importance of the Tragically Hip to Canadians. Such
information again reminded participants of themselves as Canadians and the importance of
that identity as they watched the video (Reed et al., 2012).
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Subsequently, whether participants’ sense of self as Canadian was shared by others
was manipulated using national flags associated with other participants’ names. The
ostensible “other” participants were associated with either a Canadian flag or American flag.
Such flags are icons of national identity (Liston & Kitching, 2019). When shared identity was
low, the four other group members had the American flag linked with their names (see Figure
3). When shared identity was high, three of the others were linked to a Canadian flag and one
was linked to the American flag. This meant that the low shared identity condition was
always 80% “American” and the high shared identity condition was always 80% “Canadian.”
3.6 Measures
A full list of the items is included in the Appendix. This section describes each
measure in general terms.
3.6.1 Demographic Characteristics
Participants were asked to report their age in years and their gender (0 = male, 1 =
female, 2 = other, 3 = prefer not to say). Such demographic characteristics may be relevant to
emotional dynamics within shared experiences (Shteynberg et al., 2014).
3.6.2 Participation in Virtual Experiences
Participants were asked to report the time that they spent with friends in virtual and
analog settings both prior to COVID-19 and during it (in the last six months at the time of the
study). A full list of the questions asked is in the Appendix. Such questions were included to
understand changes in face-to-face time with friends throughout COVID-19 and how that
pandemic may have influenced participation in virtual experiences. Further, participants were
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asked to report their previous participation in virtual watch party experiences, specifically.
Several questions related to such participation were posed, including the frequency of
participation in virtual watch parties, the platforms used to host them, the people and
activities involved, and intentions to participate in virtual watch parties in the coming
months.
3.6.3 Identity
Participants were asked to report on two facets of their identity. First, they were asked
to report on the extent to which they identified as Canadian by responding to a single item:
“To what extent do you agree with the following statement about yourself: ‘I identify as
Canadian’.” Responses were provided on a seven-point scale where 1 = “fully disagree” and
7 = “fully agree”. This item (with a different facet of identity) and response scale format have
been used successfully in previous research (Postmes et al., 2013). Second, participants were
asked to report on the extent to which they identified as music enthusiasts by responding to a
single item: “To what extent do you agree with the following statement about yourself: ‘I
identify as a music enthusiast’.” Responses were provided on a seven-point scale where 1 =
“fully disagree” and 7 = “fully agree”. Such aspects of identity were measured because they
may be relevant to understanding interest and participation in activities (Reed et al., 2012).
3.6.4 Tendency for Perceived Emotional Synchrony
Participants were asked to report their tendency for perceived emotional synchrony
by responding to two items (“I feel very connected to others when in a large group activity I
like, like going to a concert, church, or convention,” and “I like attending festivals because I
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like to be around all of the people”) adapted from Gabriel et al.’s (2017) tendency for
Effervescent Assembly Measure (TEAM). Responses were provided on seven-point scales
where 1 = “fully disagree” and 7 = “fully agree.” These items were selected from the original
11-item instrument based on high factor loadings because the original scale would have been
too lengthy for the present study. The measure was intended as an indicator of the degree to
which individuals were interested in and likely to share experiences with others.
3.6.5 Shared Attention
In addition to the shared attention manipulation, shared attention was also measured.
Participants were asked to report their shared attention by responding to a single item: “To
what extent did you feel that others focused their attention on the same video that you
watched at the same time that you did?” Responses were provided on a seven-point scale
where 1 = “not at all” and 7 = “a lot.” A similar item was used in previous research
(Wlodarczyk et al., 2020).
3.6.6 Mentalization
Participants were asked to report the extent to which they mentalized while watching
the video by responding to a single item: “While watching this video, how often did you
think about other people watching the video?” Responses were provided on a seven-point
scale where 1 = “I never had this thought” and 7 = “I often had this thought.” A similar item
was used in previous research (Bhargave et al., 2018).
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3.6.7 Perceived Emotional Synchrony
Participants were asked to report their perceptions of emotional synchrony by
responding to four items (“While watching this video, I experienced the same feelings that
others experienced,” “While watching this video, my experience was common with others’
experience,” “While watching this video, I felt on the same ‘wavelength’ as others,” and
“While watching this video, I felt a strong shared emotion”). Responses to each item were
provided on seven-point scales where 1 = “not at all” and 7 = “very much.” The items were
borrowed from previous measures related to a sense of shared experience (Boothby et al.,
2014; Bhargave et al., 2018; Páez et al., 2015; Wlodarczyk et al., 2020). This approach was
preferrable to existing measures of perceived emotional synchrony because such measures
(see for example Páez et al., 2015) capture aspects of shared experiences such as shared
identity and sense of community that were not relevant to the conceptualization of perceived
emotional synchrony used in this dissertation.
3.6.8 Positive Emotional Responses
Three positive emotional responses were measured. Each is consistent with Bagozzi
et al.’s (1999) model of emotions, which suggests that emotions include the subjective
experience of emotion, associated cognitions, and action tendencies.
First, participants were asked to report their experience of emotion in terms of their
positive emotional state while watching the video. This was meant to represent the
experience of positive emotions tied to the virtual watch party experience. Specifically,
participants were asked to respond to four semantic differential scales: ashamed—proud,
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uninspired—inspired, disappointed—encouraged, and sad—happy. The poles were presented
to participants at random (e.g., sometimes sad—happy and other times happy—sad). The
responses were coded such that higher scores reflect more positive emotional states in
response to the video. A similar instrument was used in previous study of shared experiences
(Shteynberg et al., 2014). These emotional dimensions were selected because their tone was
consistent with that of the video.
Second, participants were asked to report their overall enjoyment of the video, which
represented a summary evaluation of the quality of their experience. Specifically, they were
asked to respond to a single item: “What was your overall enjoyment of watching this
video?” Responses were provided on a seven-point scale where 1 = “not at all enjoyable” and
7 = “very enjoyable.” A similar item was used in a previous study of shared experiences
(Raghunathan & Corfman, 2006). As mentioned earlier, enjoyment represents a summary
evaluation of the positive emotional responses to an experience (Ladhari, 2009).
Third, participants were asked to report action tendency in terms of their willingness
to share the video. They were asked to respond to a single item: “To what extent would you
be willing to share this video with your friends?” Responses were provided on a seven-point
scale where 1 = “not at all” and 7 = “very much.” A similar item was used in a previous
study of shared experiences (Shteynberg et al., 2014). Willingness to share the video
represents an action tendency which is a component of an emotional response (Bagozzi et al.,
1999) and has been used as a measure of emotional response in previous research
(Shteynberg et al., 2014). Further, it was included because sharing online content with others
is practically important to many leisure providers (Gupta & Harris, 2010).
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Chapter 4: Results
4.1 Chapter Overview
This chapter is organized into two parts. The first presents the results of the survey of
participants’ virtual experiences. The second portion presents results of the experiment
described in Chapter 3. All data analyses reported here were conducted using the IBM SPSS
Statistics program (version 27).
4.2 Results of the Survey
4.2.1 Sample Characteristics
One hundred eighty-three participants completed the survey (note that the number of
responses differs between questions because responses to each question were optional).
Participants’ average age was 32.31 years (SD = 9.81). Sixty-two (33.9%) participants were
female, 118 (64.5%) were male, and three (1.6%) selected “other” as their gender. On
average, participants identified as Canadian (M = 6.02, SD = 1.79) and as music enthusiasts
(M = 5.19, SD = 1.62). This was expected given the selection criteria for the study and the
advertisement and pre-consent introduction letter to participants. Participants’ tendency for
perceived emotional synchrony was on average near the middle of the instrument’s range (M
= 4.36, SD = 1.78). This is consistent with previous research measuring such tendencies in
various populations (Gabriel et al., 2017).
4.2.2 Virtual Watch Party Experiences
One hundred seventy-nine participants reported their previous participation in virtual
watch parties (see Figure 5). Of those, 57 (31.8%) never, 56 (31.3%) rarely, 33 (18.4%)
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sometimes, 25 (14.0%) often, and eight (4.5%) very often participated in a virtual watch
party. Participants also indicated that, on average, their intention to participate in virtual
watch parties in the next six months was near the middle of the response scale (M = 4.31, SD
= 1.99). Half (50.6%) of the participants selected one of the top three of seven response
options, which suggests that roughly half of the sample intended to participate in a virtual
watch party in the coming months. Previous participation in virtual watch parties was
positively associated with intention to participate in a virtual watch party in the coming
months (n = 133, r = .65, p < .001). The more frequently individuals had participated in
virtual watch parties, the stronger their intentions to do so again in the future.

Percentage of Responses

35%
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15%
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Very Often

Response Options
Figure 5. Previous participation in a virtual watch party
Correlational analyses were used to explore relationships between demographic
characteristics and participation in virtual watch parties (see Table 2). Results suggested that
age was negatively associated with frequency of participation in virtual watch parties.
Gender was dummy coded into three variables (male, 0 = no, 1 = yes; female, 0 = no, 1 =
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yes, and other/prefer not to say, 0 = no, 1 = yes) for this and subsequent analyses. None of
the gender variables were associated with frequency of participation in virtual watch parties.
Similarly, Canadian identity was not associated with frequency of participation in virtual
watch parties. Music enthusiast identity was positively associated with frequency of
participation in virtual watch parties. Tendency for perceived emotional synchrony was also
positively associated with frequency of participation in virtual watch parties. Age, gender,
and Canadian identity were not associated with intention to participate in a virtual watch
party in the coming months. Music enthusiast identity and tendency for perceived emotional
synchrony were positively associated with intention to participate in a virtual watch party in
the coming months.

Table 2. Selected results of correlations between demographic variables and virtual watch
party variables
Virtual Watch Party Variables
Demographic variables
Frequency of Participation
Intention to Participate
Age
-.28***
-Gender
--Canadian ID
--Music Enthusiast ID
.17*
.23**
Tendency for PES
.31***
.38***
Notes: * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001. Abbreviations are ID = identity, PES =
perceived emotional synchrony
Participants were also asked to report the activities featured in their virtual watch
parties and the platform on which such parties were hosted. In order of most popular to least
popular, the activity responses were as follows: watching movies (n = 83, 45.4%), playing
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video games (n = 52, 28.7%), watching television shows (n = 49, 26.9%), watching a concert
(n = 37, 20.4%), watching sports (n = 31, 16.9%), watching special events (n = 24, 13.1%),
other (n = 17, 9.2%), and participating in virtual fitness classes (n = 15, 8.2%). Participants’
chosen online platforms, in order of most popular to least popular were as follows: Netflix,
YouTube, Facebook, and other (all n = 42, 23.1%), Zoom (n = 39, 21.3%), Twitch.TV (n =
36, 19.8%), Amazon Prime (n = 12, 6.6%), Hulu (n = 1, 0.5%), and Group Watch (n = 0,
0.0%).
Participants were also asked about the social context of their previous watch party
experiences. One hundred twenty-nine participants responded to the question. Of those, 25
(19.4%) indicated that strangers were never involved in their virtual watch party experiences.
In other words, they were always familiar with their fellow viewers. An additional 29
(22.5%) participants indicated that strangers were rarely involved in such experiences.
Alternatively, 47 (36.5%) participants indicated that strangers were often involved in their
previous watch party experiences. This suggests that virtual watch parties could involve
others who were both familiar and unfamiliar.
Further, participants were asked to report on their face-to-face time with friends in
terms of the number of hours spent and percentage of those hours spent online before
COVID-19, in the past six months during it, and in terms of their intentions for the next six
months. These questions explored the extent to which COVID-19 was associated with a
transition to virtual experiences. Results are illustrated in Figure 6 and Figure 7. On average,
participants (n = 183) reported spending 4.89 hours (SD = 4.45) of face-to-face time with
friends on a typical day before COVID-19 and 2.96 hours (SD = 3.83) of face-to-face time
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with others during the previous six months (a period characterized by various COVID-19
pandemic-related restrictions). Results of a paired samples t-test suggested that the last 6
months witnessed a reduction in numbers of face-to-face hours with friends, t(182) = -6.83, p
< .001, d = -.51, 95% CI [-.35, -.66].
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Figure 6. Hours spent connecting with friends pre- and during COVID-19
Of the hours that participants spend connecting with friends, 33.2% (SD = 30.0%)
were online pre-COVID and 71.5% (SD = 35.44) were online during COVID. Results of a
paired samples t-test suggested that the last 6 months witnessed an increase in the percentage
of such hours spent online, t(182) = 14.79, p < .001, d = 1.09, 95% CI [.91, 1.28]. This
suggests some transition to virtual experiences during COVID-19.
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Figure 7. Percentage of hours connecting with friends spent online
Most participants reported that their intention for face-to-face time with friends in the
next six months would increase to some extent (M = 3.08, SD = 1.00). Indeed, 78.7% of
participants reported that their intention was to increase face-to-face time spent with friends.
Intention to spend time online with friends in the coming months (M = 1.44, SD = 1.03)
suggested many participants planned to spend less time connecting with friends face-to-face
online. Just over half (50.8%) of participants indicated plans to decrease time spent with
friends face-to-face online. This finding suggests an even split going forward. Many plan to
continue the new trend (meeting online) while just as many plan to return (to some extent) to
face-to-face gatherings.
Correlational analyses were used to explore relationships between demographic
variables and measures of face-to-face time with friends (see Table 3). Age, Canadian
identity, and tendency for perceived emotional synchrony were negatively associated with
face-to-face time spent with friends pre-COVID-19. Gender and music enthusiast identity
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were unrelated to face-to-face time spent with friends pre-COVID-19. None of the
demographic measures were associated with percentage of pre-COVID-19 face-to-face time
spent with friends online.

Table 3. Selected results of correlations between demographic variables and face-to-face time
with friends
Pre-COVID
During COVID
Demographic variables
Face-to-face
% Online
Face-to-face
% Online
time
time
Age
-.20**
--.16*
-.21**
Gender
----Canadian ID
-.32***
---Music Enthusiast ID
--.18*
-Tendency for PES
.36***
-.33***
.16*
Notes: * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001. Abbreviations are ID = identity, PES =
perceived emotional synchrony
Gender and Canadian identity were unrelated to face-to-face time spent with friends
in the past six months. Age was negatively associated with face-to-face time spent with
friends in the past six month. Music enthusiast identity and tendency for perceived emotional
synchrony were positively associated with face-to-face time spent with friends in the past six
months. Age was negatively associated with percentage of face-to-face time spent with
friends online in the past six months). Gender, Canadian identity, and music enthusiast
identity were unrelated to percentage of face-to-face time spent with friends online in the past
six months. Tendency for perceived emotional synchrony was positively associated with
percentage of face-to-face time spent with friends online in the past six months.
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None of the demographic measures were related to intention for time spent with
friends in the next six months (p > .15). Canadian identity was negatively associated with
intention for time spent with friends online in the next six months (n = 183, r = -.17, p = .02).
All other demographic measures were unrelated to intention for time spent with friends
online in the next six months (p > .46).
The relationship between virtual watch party participation and face-to-face time with
others was explored using correlational analyses. It seemed plausible that virtual watch
parties provided opportunities to connect with others face-to-face, especially during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Indeed, the results suggested that more frequent participation in virtual
watch parties is positively associated with face-to-face time spent with friends pre-COVID19 (n = 179, r = .24, p < .001) and, more importantly, in the last six months during COVID19 (n = 179, r = .28, p < .001). Similarly, more frequent participation in virtual watch parties
was positively associated with the percentage of face-to-face time spent with friends online
pre-COVID-19 (n = 179, r = .22, p < .001) and in the last six months during COVID-19 (n =
179, r = .27, p < .001).
4.3 Results of the Experiment
4.3.1 Participant Screening
Some of the participants who completed the survey were not included in the
experimental analyses. Specifically, seven participants were removed because they did not
complete the measure of perceived emotional synchrony. Such participants were removed
because perceived emotional synchrony was the central measure of the study. Additionally,
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two participants were removed because they reported problems with the audio and/or video
associated with the experimental stimulus. Consequently, 176 participants were retained for
the experiment. (Again, this number may vary between analyses because responses were
voluntary.) The number of participants in each condition is as follows: control (n = 35), A (n
= 37), B (n = 34), C (n = 37), and D (n = 33).
4.3.2 Preliminary Analyses
The data were explored in terms of demographic characteristic differences between
conditions. Results of one-way ANOVAs suggested that there were no differences between
conditions in terms of any of the gender variables (male: F(4,164) = .22, p = .93; female:
F(4,164) = .07, p = .99; other: F(4,164) = 1.41, p =.23), Canadian identity, F(4, 171) = .28, p
= .89, music enthusiast identity, F(4, 170) = 1.31, p .27, and tendency for perceived
emotional synchrony, F(4, 171) = 1.70, p = .15. There was a significant difference between
conditions in terms of age, F(4, 170) = 2.61, p = .04. Post hoc tests with Bonferroni
correction showed that participants in condition B (backchannel communication absent,
shared identity high) were on average younger (M = 27.85, SD = 6.57) than those in
condition C (backchannel communication present, shared identity low) (M = 34.97, SD =
9.78).
The data were also explored in terms of the video themes that participants selected.
Recall that participants were presented with a choice of three options: music, culture, and
recent history. Selections are summarized in Table 4. Results of a chi-square test suggests
that selections did not differ by condition, χ2(8) = 4.00, p = .86. Most participants selected
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music (n = 87, 52.15%). The remaining participants selected culture (n = 45, 26.95%) or
recent history (n = 44, 26.35%).

Table 4. Video theme selections by condition
Condition
Music Culture Recent History
Control
19
10
6
A: Shard identity low and backchannel comm. absent
19
9
9
B: Shard identity high and backchannel comm. absent
18
6
10
C: Shard identity low and backchannel comm. present
18
9
10
D: Shard identity high and backchannel comm. present
13
11
9
A principal axis factor analysis of the perceived emotional synchrony instrument was
used to examine its dimensionality. A one factor solution was expected. As expected, the
results support a one-factor solution. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy
(.80) and Bartlett’s test of sphericity, χ2(6) = 702.83, p < .001, met thresholds for such
analyses (Dziuban & Shirkey, 1979). Further, all the items loaded on the single factor at least
.87 and the total variance explained by the single factor was 81.34% Both statistics are above
the thresholds for an acceptable solution (Costello & Osborne, 2005). Additionally, the
reliability of the four-item instrument was α = .94. Consequently, a perceived emotional
synchrony measure was obtained by finding the mean of the four items.
Similarly, the positive emotional state items were entered into a principal axis factor
analysis. A one-factor was expected. As expected, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of
sampling adequacy (.77) and Bartlett’s test of sphericity, χ2(6) = 388.21, p < .001, support a
one-factor solution. All the items loaded above .43 and the total percentage of variance
explained was 62.35%, both acceptable (Costello & Osborne, 2005). As well, the reliability
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of the four-item instrument was α = .84. Consequently, a positive emotional response
measure was obtained by finding the mean of the four items.
4.3.3 Hypothesis Tests
Hypothesis 1. Hypothesis 1 predicted that shared attention will be positively
associated with perceived emotional synchrony. This was tested using planned contrast
analysis (Furr & Rosenthal, 2003; Wiens & Nilsson, 2017). A planned contrast analysis is a
comparison of two means based on an a priori prediction (i.e., hypothesis). Such an analysis
was appropriate because it provided a targeted comparison of means, in this case of
perceived emotional synchrony, between experimental conditions as informed by theory. For
the analysis, the control group (coded -1) was contrasted against the pooled mean of the four
other conditions (each coded +.25). Thus, the analysis examined whether perceived
emotional synchrony was lower in the control condition than for those who received the
shared attention manipulation. The result (see Figure 8) of the test was not significant
(control: M = 4.18, SD = 1.70, shared attention: M = 4.19, SD = 1.61), t(171) = -.76, p = .22
(one tailed).
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Figure 8. Result of paired contrast analysis for Hypothesis 1
This hypothesis was also tested with shared attention operationalized as participants’
self-reports. Recall that participants in all conditions were asked to report the degree to which
they perceived that others were co-attending to the video as the video played. Results of a
correlational analysis suggested that such shared attention was positively associated with
perceived emotional synchrony (n = 175, r = .44, p < .001). The more attention was
perceived to be shared by others, the more emotions were perceived to be synchronized with
others, too.
This may suggest that the manipulation of shared attention was not powerful enough
to notice an effect on perceived emotional synchrony. Indeed, a planned contrast analysis
between the control group (coded -1) and other groups (each coded +.25) found that selfreported shared attention was only marginally greater in the pooled shared conditions (M =
5.04, SD = 1.63) than in the control condition (M = 4.54, SD = 2.20), t(170) = 1.60, p = .055
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(one tailed), d = .30, 95% CI [ -.07, .67]. This result may be due to confounded effects of the
social context manipulations on perceived emotional synchrony. This is explored below.
Taken together, these results provide support for Hypothesis 1.
Although the role of mentalization was not included in any hypotheses, it was used to
perhaps gain a better understanding of these results. It is possible that mentalization might
mediate the association between shared attention and perceived emotional synchrony. Recall
that mentalization involves thinking about co-attendees’ experiences. The role of
mentalization was explored using both operationalizations of shared attention (manipulated
and self-reported) in a single model. The data were analyzed using Hayes’ (2017) PROCESS
macro for SPSS (model 4 with 5,000 bootstrapped samples). Self-reported shared attention
was specified as X, mentalization as M, perceived emotional synchrony as Y, and the shared
attention manipulation was entered as a covariate. Figure 9 illustrates the results.
The model for mentalization was significant, F(2,172) = 17.75, p < .001, R2 = .17.
The shared attention manipulation was not associated with mentalization, b = .42, se = .33, p
= .20. Self-reported shared attention was positively associated with mentalization, b = .42, se
= .07, p < .001. The model for perceived emotional synchrony was significant, F(3, 171) =
16.89, p < .001, R2 = .23. The shared attention manipulation was not associated with
perceived emotional synchrony, b = -.52, se = .29, p = .07. Self-reported shared attention was
positively associated with perceived emotional synchrony, b = .16, se = .07, p = .02. Further,
the indirect association of self-reported shared attention on perceived emotional synchrony
through mentalization was significant, b = .07, se = .03, 95% CI [.01, .14]. This suggests that
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mentalization is a plausible mediator of the association between (self-reported) shared
attention and perceived emotional synchrony.

Figure 9. Summary of direct and indirect associations relevant to Hypothesis 1.
Hypothesis 2. Hypothesis 2 predicted that the presence of backchannel
communication will be positively associated with perceived emotional synchrony. This was
tested using planned contrast analysis. Participants in the control condition were omitted to
focus the analysis on those participants whose experiences were “shared” by (i.e., mentioned)
others. The conditions in which backchannel communication was absent (conditions A and
B) were coded -.5 and the conditions in which backchannel communication was present
(conditions C and D) were coded +.5. The results (see Figure 10) suggest that perceived
emotional synchrony was greater when backchannel communication was present (M = 4.54,
SD = 1.88) than when it was absent (M = 3.74, SD = 1.41), t(171) = 2.82, p = .003 (onetailed), d = .48 [.14, .81]. These results provide support for Hypothesis 2.
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Figure 10. Result of paired contrast analysis for Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 3. Hypothesis 3 predicted that shared identity will be positively
associated with perceived emotional synchrony. This was tested with a planned contrast
analysis. Participants in the control condition were omitted to focus the analysis on those
participants whose experiences were “shared” by (i.e., mentioned) others. The conditions in
which shared identity was low (conditions A and C) were coded -.5 and the conditions in
which shared identity was high (conditions B and D) were coded +.5. The results (see Figure
11) suggest that there was no significant difference in perceived emotional synchrony
between when shared identity was low (M = 4.16, SD = 1.73) and when it was high (M =
4.11, SD = 1.68), t(171) = -.18, p = .43 (one-tailed), d = -.03 [-.36, .35]. These results suggest
Hypothesis 3 is rejected.
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Figure 11. Result of paired contrast analysis for Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis 4. Hypothesis 4 was stated in two parts. The first predicted that when
shared identity is low, backchannel communication will be positively associated with
perceived emotional synchrony. The second predicted that when shared identity is high,
backchannel communication will be unrelated to perceived emotional synchrony. Both parts
were tested with planned contrast analyses. First, within the shared identity low conditions
(A and C), the condition in which backchannel communication was absent (A, coded -1) was
contrasted against the condition in which backchannel communication was present (C, coded
+1). The results (see Figure 12) suggest that, among those whose identity was not shared by
others, perceived emotional synchrony was greater when backchannel communication was
present (M = 4.70, SD = 1.88) than when it was absent (M = 3.62, SD = 1.41), t(171) = 2.79,
p = .003 (one-tailed), d = .65, 95% CI [.18, 1.11].
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Figure 12. Result of paired contrast analysis for Hypothesis 4
Second, within the shared identity high conditions (B and D), the condition in which
backchannel communication was absent (B, coded -1) was contrasted against the condition in
which backchannel communication was present (D, coded +1). The result suggested that,
among those whose identity was shared by others, there was no significant difference in
perceived emotional synchrony between when backchannel communication was absent (M =
3.86, SD = 1.43) and when it was present (M = 4.36, SD = 1.89), t(171) = 1.23, p = .11 (one
tailed), d = .30, 95% CI [-.19, .78]. Together, these results provide support for Hypothesis 4.
They suggest that shared identity moderates the relationship between backchannel
communication and perceived emotional synchrony such that the relationship is more
important when shared identity is low than when it is high.
The role of backchannel communication was explored further, as a potential
moderator of the relationship between shared identity and perceived emotional synchrony.
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Although earlier results suggests that no such relationship existed, it was possible that such a
relationship was present at one level of backchannel communication and not present at
another level. Exploring this possibility was important to establishing a deeper understanding
of the role of backchannel communication in virtually shared experiences.
The role of backchannel communication as a moderator was explored using two ttests between shared identity low and shared identity high conditions at the absent and
present levels of backchannel communication. When backchannel communication was
absent, the results suggested that perceived emotional synchrony was not statistically
different between the shared identity low (M = 3.62, SD = 1.41) and shared identity high (M
= 3.86, SD = 1.43) conditions, t(69) = .71, p = .48 (two-tailed). Similarly, when backchannel
communication was present, perceived emotional synchrony was not statistically different
between the shared identity low (M = 4.70, SD = 1.88) and shared identity high (M = 4.36,
SD = 1.89) conditions, t(68) = .75, p = .46 (two-tailed). This suggests that backchannel
communication is not a moderator of a relationship between shared identity and perceived
emotional synchrony.
Taken together, these results suggest the importance of backchannel communication
to perceptions of emotional synchrony. Perceived emotional synchrony was higher when
backchannel communication was present than when it was not, regardless of the level of
shared identity. Consistent with the shared attention theory framework, it is plausible that the
presence of backchannel communication is associated with shared attention. In turn, it may
also be associated with mentalization and, in this way, related to perceived emotional
synchrony. In line with this, the role of backchannel communication was explored more
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thoroughly using one-way ANOVAs. Self-reported shared attention, mentalization, and
perceived emotional synchrony were used as dependent variables. Table 5 presents means of
these measures across study conditions.

Table 5. Means and standard deviations of shared experience measures across conditions
Conditions
Shared Attention
Mentalization
PES
a
a
Control
4.54 (2.20)
3.51 (2.24)
4.37 a (1.61)
a
a, b
A: SI low and BC absent
4.27 (1.69)
4.00 (1.89)
3.62 a (1.41)
a
a
B: SI high and BC absent
4.53 (1.83)
3.47 (1.73)
3.86 a (1.43)
C: SI low and BC present
5.72 b (1.34)
4.35 a, b (1.59)
4.70 a (1.88)
b
b
D: SI high and BC present
5.67 (0.96)
4.76 (1.68)
4.36 a (1.89)
Note: subscripts denote between-conditions differences (p < .05) according to Tukey B
post hoc test where a < b. Abbreviations are SI = shared identity, BC = backchannel
communication, and PES = perceived emotional synchrony
There was a significant difference between conditions for self-reported shared
attention, F(4, 170) = 6.07, p < .001. A post hoc analysis supported the view that
backchannel communication may be associated with shared attention. Self-reported shared
attention for participants in condition A and condition B, in which backchannel
communication was absent, was not statistically different from self-reported shared attention
for participants in the control condition. However, self-reported shared attention for
participants in condition C and condition D, in which backchannel communication was
present, was statistically greater than self-reported shared attention for participants in the
control condition and in conditions A and B. This suggests that backchannel communication
may have rendered shared attention salient within the context of the virtual watch party
experience.
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Similarly, there was a significant difference between conditions for mentalization,
F(4, 171) = 3.05, p = .02. A post hoc analysis supported the view that backchannel
communication may be associated with mentalization. Mentalization was least frequent in
condition B and the control condition. Further, mentalization in such conditions was not
statistically different from mentalization in conditions A and C. However, mentalization was
most frequent in condition D, in which shared identity was high and backchannel
communication was present. Further still, the ordering of the means suggests that as
opportunities for communication are introduced, mentalization increases.
The results of the ANOVA analysis for perceived emotional synchrony were
significant but less clear, F(4, 171) = 2.48, p = .046. A post hoc analysis could not clarify the
location of the significant difference between conditions, suggesting that the means were
close to one another. One explanation for this may be that perceived emotional synchrony in
the control condition was higher than expected (M = 4.37, SD = 1.61). Indeed, a one-sample
t-test showed that the average perceived emotional synchrony in the control condition was
significantly greater than 0, t(34) = 16.08, p < .001, d = 2.72, 95% CI [1.99, 3.44]. This
finding is discussed in the following chapter. Regardless, the ordering of means continues to
suggest the role of backchannel communication in creating shared experiences. The mean
perceived emotional synchrony in conditions A and B was ordered below that of conditions
C and D. Again, this suggests the importance of opportunities to exchange messages in
perceptions of emotional synchrony within virtual experiences.
Hypothesis 5. Hypothesis 5 predicted that shared attention will be positively
associated with positive emotional responses. This was tested with three planned contrast
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analyses, one for each positive emotional response measure (positive emotional state, overall
enjoyment, and willingness to share the video). In each analysis, the control condition (coded
-1) was contrasted against the pooled mean of the four other conditions (each coded +.25).
The results are summarized in Table 6. There was no significant difference in positive
emotional state between the control condition (M = 5.00, SD = 1.45) and the other conditions
(M = 4.99, SD = 1.24), t(171) = -.10, p = 46 (one-tailed), d = -.02, 95% CI [-.50, .45]. A
correlational analysis showed that self-reported shared attention was positively associated
with positive emotional state (n = 175, r = .38, p < 001).
Similarly, there was no significant difference in overall enjoyment between the
control condition (M = 5.00, SD = 1.45) and the other conditions (M = 5.20, SD = 1.71),
t(171) = .21, p = .42 (one-tailed), d = .04, 95% CI [-.33, .41]. A correlational analysis showed
that self-reported shared attention was positively associated with overall enjoyment (n = 175,
r = .36, p < 001). As well, there was no significant difference in willingness to share the
video between the control condition (M = 4.29, SD = 2.12) and the other conditions (M =
4.01, SD = 2.12), t(171) = -.73, p = .23 (one-tailed), d = -.14, 95% CI [.23, -.51]. A
correlational analysis showed that self-reported shared attention was positively associated
with willingness to share the video (n = 175, r = .36, p < 001). Taken together, these results
provide support for Hypothesis 5. The greater the perception that one’s attention was shared
by others, the more positive their emotional response to the experience.
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Table 6. Means and standard deviations of positive emotional responses across experiment
conditions
Conditions

Positive
Overall
Willingness
Emotional State
Enjoyment
to Share
Control
5.00 (1.45)
5.11 (1.61)
4.29 (2.12)
A: SI low and BC absent
5.01 (1.09)
5.30 (1.71)
4.27 (1.92)
B: SI high and BC absent
4.65 (1.30)
4.76 (1.79)
3.35 (1.95)
C: SI low and BC present
5.36 (1.09)
5.84 (1.12)
4.57 (2.08)
D: SI high and BC present
4.90 (1.42)
4.82 (1.98)
3.79 (2.41)
Notes: Abbreviations are SI = shared identity, BC = backchannel communication, and PES
= perceived emotional synchrony. Subscripts are not included because means did not differ
(p < .05) across conditions according to Tukey’s B post hoc test
Given earlier results, it seemed plausible that some but not all the shared attention
conditions might differ from the control condition. Exploring this would help us better
understand when shared attention might be associated with positive emotional responses.
ANOVAs with the three positive emotional response measures were used to explore
differences between the control condition and other conditions. The result for the positive
emotional state measure was not significant, F(4,171) = 1.44, p = .22. Similarly, the result for
the willingness to share measure was not significant, F(4,171) = 1.84, p = .12.
Alternatively, the result for the enjoyment measure was significant, F(1,171) = 2.45,
p = .048. A post-hoc Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test suggested that none of
the shared attention conditions were significantly different from the control condition (p >
.06). The test further suggested that enjoyment was higher in condition C (backchannel
communication present and shared identity low) than in condition B (backchannel
communication absent and shared identity high, p = .007) and condition D (backchannel
communication present and shared identity high, p = .011).
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Hypothesis 6. Hypothesis 6 predicted that perceived emotional synchrony will be
positively associated with positive emotional responses. This was tested with three multiple
linear regression models, one for each positive emotional response measure (positive
emotional state, overall enjoyment, and willingness to share the video). In each analysis the
positive emotional response measure was regressed on perceived emotional synchrony.
Additionally, for each outcome measure, control variables were added. Tendency for
perceived emotional synchrony was added to better understand the role of perceived
emotional synchrony within an experience relative to a general tendency for such synchrony.
Self-reported shared attention was also added as a control variable given the important role it
played in understanding perceived emotional synchrony. Thus, its inclusion helped to clarify
which shared experience dynamics contributed to positive emotional responses and in what
way they did so. The results are summarized in Table 7.
The model for positive emotional state was significant, F(3,171) = 37.17, p < .001, R2
= .38. Perceived emotional synchrony was positively associated with positive emotional
state, b = .37, se = .06, p < .001. Tendency for perceived emotional synchrony was unrelated
to positive emotional state (p = .10). Consistent with earlier results, self-reported shared
attention was positively related to positive emotional state, b = .11, se = .05, p = .02. The
model for overall enjoyment was significant, F(3, 171) = 26.10, p < .001, R2 = .30. Perceived
emotional synchrony was positively associated with overall enjoyment, b = .49, se = .08, p <
.001. Tendency for perceived emotional synchrony was unrelated to overall enjoyment (p =
.85). Self-reported shared attention was also positively related to overall enjoyment, b = .14,
se = .07, p = .04. The model of willingness to share was significant, F(3, 171) = 27.85, p <
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.001, R2 = .32. Perceived emotional synchrony was positively associated with willingness to
share the video with others, b = .53, se = .10, p < .001. Tendency for perceived emotional
synchrony was unrelated to willingness to share the video with others, b = .16, se = .08, p =
.06. Self-reported shared attention was positively associated with willingness to share the
video with others, b = .19, se = .08, p = .03. Taken together, these results suggest the
importance of shared attention and perceived emotional synchrony to the quality of virtual
leisure experiences.

Table 7. Results of multiple linear regression analyses for three positive emotional response
measures
Positive
Overall
Willingness
Emotional State
Enjoyment
to Share
Predictors
b
se
p
b
se
p
b
se
p
PES
.37 .06 <.001
.49 .08 < .001
.53 .10 < .001
Tendency for PES
.08 .05
.10
-.01 .07
.85
.16 .08
.06
Shared attention
.11 .05
.02
.14 .07
.04
.19 .08
.03
Notes: PES = perceived emotional synchrony; shared attention was self-reported
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Chapter 5: Discussion
5.1 Chapter Overview
The growing popularity of virtual experiences challenges the centuries-old
assumption that the physical presence of others’ is necessary for perceived emotional
synchrony. The goal of this dissertation was to explore this phenomenon. Under what
conditions is such synchrony possible in virtual settings? Drawing primarily from shared
attention theory, the dissertation explored how shared attention and the social context in
which it occurs might influence participants’ perceptions of emotional synchrony. Further, it
explored key social dynamics within shared virtual experiences. This chapter discusses key
findings from this research. It is organized around the three research questions offered in
Chapter 1.
5.2 COVID-19 and Participation in Virtual Watch Parties (Research Question 1)
Recall that Research Question 1 asked: how is the COVID-19 pandemic associated
with participation in select virtual experiences (such as virtual watch parties)? A survey was
used to explore the extent to which individuals participated in virtual watch party experiences
over the previous six months during the COVID-19 pandemic, how such participation
differed from pre-COVID-19 participation, and how it related to plans for connecting with
others soon. Many participants reported that they had not participated in a virtual watch party
prior to the study. This was surprising given recent reports of the growing popularity of
virtual watch parties (e.g., McCleary, 2021). One explanation for this finding is that the
characteristics of the participants in the study are somewhat different from typical virtual
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watch party participants. The average age of those who completed the survey was over 30
years old, and age was negatively associated with participation in virtual watch parties. It
may be that virtual watch parties are most popular among younger individuals.
Relatedly, the findings suggest that several demographic variables may be useful for
understanding participation in virtual watch parties. Such participation was greatest among
those who identified as music enthusiasts and those with a tendency for perceived emotional
synchrony. This may be useful for marketers of virtual watch parties. It suggests that virtual
watch parties may offer useful simulations of analog concert experiences. Similarly, those
with a greater tendency for perceived emotional synchrony participated more often in virtual
watch parties. This suggests the potential of this type of virtual event to help generate shared
experiences. It seems that people seeking emotional connections may find them within
virtual watch parties. This suggests a “selling feature” for such events. Further, this finding
suggests that virtual watch parties should be included among the list of activities that can
encourage feelings associated with a “shared experience” (Gabriel et al., 2020).
There was some expectation that participants might have used virtual watch parties to
engage in fitness-related virtual events. Anecdotal evidence offered in the first chapter
suggested that such opportunities have increased in popularity during the pandemic. Social
media is bombarded with advertisements encouraging participants to join virtual companions
and instructors as they “bike”, “run” (albeit on stationary equipment) and exercise together.
While these fitness-centric options may be popular among some groups, survey responses
suggested that these individuals were more interested in events that were primarily social and
sedentary in nature. Participants tended to use virtual platforms for social interaction. They
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looked to watch parties to connect with others, as a source of companionship and
entertainment opportunities. In this way, the platform seems to offer conditions consistent
with health and well-being (Newman et al., 2014). This seems noteworthy. Watch parties
were recognized as opportunities to connect with others within a wider social world.
The capacity and popularity of such online venues seems particularly relevant given
the conditions that emerged because of the COVID-19 pandemic. As measures to control the
spread of disease spread around the globe, access to social interaction in traditional analog
settings was increasingly restricted. Survey participants suggest what this meant for face-toface time spent with friends and the result was both predictable and problematic. During the
pandemic, face-to-face time spent with friends dropped 39.5%. This reduction was more
pronounced for those 30 and older (4.27 hours to 2.38 hours, 44.5% reduction) than for those
under 30 years of age (5.49 to 3.52 hours, 35.9% reduction). It is ironic, then, that age was
negatively associated with participation in virtual watch parties. The age group that lost the
greatest amount of face-to-face time with friends was less likely to seek out (and benefit
from) participation in online venues like watch parties.
These findings are consistent with previous research regarding older adults’ internet
usage and the role of such usage in understanding well-being. Internet use may be associated
with greater well-being because it offers many benefits attributed to leisure activities
(Nimrod, 2014). For example, internet use can provide access to positive social interactions
that generate positive emotions (Nimrod, 2014). Such emotions contribute to feelings of
well-being (Newman et al., 2014). Yet, many older adults are averse to using the internet
because of discomfort using new technologies (called “technophobia”) (Nimrod, 2020,
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2021). This could explain why age was negatively associated with participation in virtual
watch parties during the pandemic.
Tendency for perceived emotional synchrony was another demographic characteristic
that was associated with participants’ virtual watch party experiences. The more individuals
tended to seek out experiences of emotional synchrony, the more often they participated in
virtual watch parties. This is consistent with previous research suggesting the tendency for
perceived emotional synchrony is positively associated with participation in collective events
(Gabriel et al., 2017, 2020). These insights suggest that watch parties have greater appeal to
those interested in connecting with others on an emotional level. This is, again, noteworthy
because virtual watch parties were not previously considered opportunities for perceived
emotional synchrony (Gabriel et al., 2020). These data suggest that they may represent a
useful venue through which shared experience might be pursued.
Relatedly, the present research suggests that virtual leisure offerings represent
increasingly important opportunities for social gathering. When physically separated from
each other, virtual platforms offer the opportunity for people to connect. This perspective is
not entirely new. The literature on online gaming has already suggested that virtual spaces
(such as games) can act as “third places” in which people can congregate away from home
and work. When individuals connect with each other through online gaming, they interact in
informal ways (Steinkuehler & Williams, 2006). For example, they might offer other players
information that helps with accomplishing quests. Such interactions render the virtual world
of online gaming as a sociable place much like “pubs, coffee shops, and other hangouts”
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(Steinkuehler & Williams, 2006, p. 886). The research presented here suggests that virtual
watch parties may serve similar functions.
5.3 Shared Attention and Perceived Emotional Synchrony (Research Question 2)
Recall that Research Question 2 asked: how is shared attention associated with
perceived emotional synchrony? This research question was motivated by previous anecdotal
evidence that others’ physical presence may not be as necessary to perceived emotional
synchrony as traditionally thought. The survey data discussed above suggested that virtual
experiences are opportunities for perceived emotional synchrony. This is perhaps the critical
insight that emerged from the present research. We now know that others’ physical presence
is not necessary for the creation of shared experiences. This challenges the long-held view
that the physical presence of others is a necessary condition for perceived emotional
synchrony. The research suggests that dynamics of shared attention are essential to updating
our understanding of conditions for perceived emotional synchrony.
It was expected that shared attention would be positively associated with perceived
emotional synchrony even within a virtual setting (in this case, a virtual watch party). The
results support this expected relationship. Although the analysis involving the shared
attention manipulation were not statistically significant, the correlational analysis involving
self-reported shared attention was significant. The more that participants perceived others
were co-attending to the video, the more they perceived a shared emotional state with those
others. This finding is central to updating our understanding of antecedents for perceived
emotional synchrony. It suggests that the experience of sharing attention with others is
important to perceived emotional synchrony.
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Recall too that the study design controlled for dynamics typically associated with
other viewers’ physical presence. Each participant was placed in a setting absent of others’
physical presence. They were unaware of others’ gestures or reactions, for example. Any
connection they experienced was a result of their own impressions, rather than crowdprovided cues. It seems clear that while dynamics surrounding others’ physical presence may
be helpful to creating shared experiences (Páez et al., 2015; Woldarczyk et al., 2020), they
are not necessary for such experiences.
Indeed, the importance of the presence of others may be less critical than originally
anticipated. Recall that perceived emotional synchrony for those in the control condition was
statistically greater than zero. This was at first thought to be an artefact of the way in which
participants interpreted the question. For example, participants in the control condition may
have interpreted the perceived emotional synchrony items to mean a general emotional
connection with others, such as when people empathize with others. People can have shared
experiences asynchronously. For example, individuals who have experienced trauma report a
sense of connection to others who have experienced similar traumas (Orille et al., 2020).
While the traumatic events may be separated by time and space, the common emotional
experience of such events is commonly described as being “shared” between individuals.
Although the instructions for the scale specified the context of the video, some participants
may have interpreted the scale in more generalized terms.
As the researcher pondered this possibility, he was reminded of an extensive literature
on vicarious experiences. Vicarious experiences are those emotional reactions to events that
individuals themselves have not directly experienced but have experienced indirectly
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“through” others (Bandura, 1965). People can learn appropriate responses to situations
through observation of others. Such learning may extend to emotional reactions to events.
Indeed, individuals can experience a range of emotions such as fear and resentment
vicariously through others even if their own personal experiences have not produced such
emotions directly (Rosenbaum et al., 2005). This is common in leisure settings. Fans often
experience pride and joy watching “their” team win a big game, even though they had no
direct involvement in the game itself (Cialdini et al., 1976).
Taken together, these various insights suggest that the relationship between shared
attention and perceived emotional synchrony could be explained by mentalization. Data from
the experiment suggested that shared attention was associated with greater mentalization
which, in turn, was associated with greater perceived emotional synchrony. In other words,
the sense that others were co-attending encouraged participants to think more deeply about
others’ experiences. These thoughts resulted in a greater sense that the experience was
shared by others. Previous research demonstrated that shared attention was associated with
greater mentalization (Bhargave et al., 2018). It also implied that mentalization mediated an
effect of shared attention on emotional responses to co-attended stimuli (Boothby et al.,
2014). The present research synthesizes these studies and extends them suggesting that
mentalization is a link between shared attention and perceived emotional synchrony.
5.3.1 The Role of Social Context
The experiment demonstrated that the social context of shared attention influenced
perceived emotional synchrony. Sharing attention may have contributed to the subjective
sense of a shared experience, but the opportunity to communicate with co-attendees may be
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an even greater contributor to perceived emotional synchrony. The presence of a simulated
text-based chat box seemed to transform the virtual experience into one that participants felt
they shared with others. Perceived emotional synchrony, in the presence of backchannel
communication, was 21% greater than in the absence of backchannel communication. This
finding is consistent with previous research on text-based emotional contagion. Exposure to
others’ messages may lead to mimicry and contagion of emotional states (Luo et al., 2020).
By extension, it seems that such exposure also creates a sense that one’s emotional state is
shared by others involved in the text exchange.
This seems to reaffirm theory about social interaction in digital spaces. It has already
been suggested that digital platforms are opportunities for social interaction (Barbazon,
2017). Through such social interaction, people can share content and become involved in
each other’s experiences (Barbazon, 2017). In this case, the virtual experience offered
opportunities for social interaction in the form of backchannel communication. Such
communication provided opportunity to share emotional content and mutual involvement in a
shared experience.
Exploratory analyses further suggest the importance of backchannel communication
to establishing shared attention. The presence of backchannel communication seemed to
transform an otherwise personal experience into one that appeared to be co-attended by
others. This may be relevant to our understanding of the conditions for the psychological
experience of shared attention. Shared attention theory (Shteynberg, 2015) suggests that
synchronicity of experiences and some relational closeness to co-attendees helps to establish
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shared attention. However, the theory overlooks the role of evidence of one’s shared
attention.
As mentioned, in analog settings, shared attention is evidenced by others’ gaze. In
virtual settings, such gaze is typically hidden. Thus, whether those located elsewhere are
actually also paying attention is not clear. Backchannel communication may provide
evidence of others’ attention. Comments shared about a co-attended stimulus clearly indicate
the focus and experience of other participants. In this way, exposure to others’ messages in a
virtual setting may reveal others’ attention and transform the experience into a shared one.
As expected, the contribution of backchannel communication to perceived emotional
synchrony was greater when shared identity was low than when it was high. When shared
identity was low, perceived emotional synchrony was greater for those who could exchange
messages than for those who could not. However, when shared identity was high,
opportunities to exchange messages was unrelated to perceived emotional synchrony. In
other words, reading texts from in-group members was not important to perceived emotional
synchrony, but opportunities to read out-group members’ experiences very much enhanced
perceived emotional synchrony.
This result may be interpreted using the mentalization and social projection
literatures. Together they suggest that people project their experiences unto mental models of
close others’ experiences and assume that such others are experiencing a co-attended
stimulus in the same way (Savitzky et al., 2011; Smith & Mackie, 2016). Thus, when shared
identity is high, evidence of others’ emotions or projections result in similar perceptions of
emotional synchrony. On the other hand, when shared identity is low, and in the absence of
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other evidence, individuals would likely default to the assumption that others’ experiences
are different from their own (Denning & Hodges, 2021). Backchannel communication
clarifies perceived group dynamics by making clear the experience of other participants. In
this way, assumptions of “differences” may be either negated or confirmed.
Contrary to expectations, shared identity was unrelated to perceived emotional
synchrony. Whether the ostensible other participants shared in one’s salient identity (were
represented by a Canadian flag) or not (were represented by an American flag), perceived
emotional synchrony remained the same. One explanation for this finding is that the shared
identity manipulation was ineffective. Shared identity in this dissertation required a
situational sense of self as Canadian. Yet, many participants indicated that they did not
identify strongly as Canadian. Of course, Canada is a multicultural country, with residents
who might identify more strongly with another country than with Canada itself. Perhaps the
shared identity manipulation failed because participants themselves did not identify strongly
enough as Canadians.
As well, shared identity requires mutual identification (Hopkins et al., 2016). That is,
it involves a perception that others identify in the same way as does the individual. This was
manipulated through the introduction of two national flags. However, because both Canada
and America are comprised of several sub-cultures, the flag may have been insufficient
evidence that the other actually identified as Canadian or American. Consequently, those
who identified as Canadian may have been unsure about their relationship to others,
rendering the shared identity conditions too like one another. This may, in part at least, help
explain these insignificant findings.
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These results might also be explained in terms of the power of emotional displays.
When emotional displays (i.e., backchannel communication) were absent, participants’
perceptions of emotional synchrony were higher when the experience was shared by in-group
members than when it was shared by out-group members. This was the case even though
their means were not significantly different from each other. When backchannel
communication was present, perceived emotional synchrony was similar between the
conditions. This may be because emotional expressions establish a shared identity that
supersedes other group membership cues (i.e., flags). Emotional expressions signal identity
and individuals can use such expressions to understand their relationship to others (Hareli &
Hess, 2010). Others’ text-based emotional expressions may have signaled a shared identity
among participants. Whether a Canadian or American flag was present, reading that others
were “teary-eyed” about the concert from the video and “missed” the band—reactions likely
shared by participants—may have established that everyone’s identity was shared. As such,
the shared identity manipulation was rendered irrelevant by the text-based evidence of a
shared experience.
This interpretation might inform how we think about emotional responses to in-group
members and out-group members. Traditionally, it has been thought that individuals respond
to in-group members’ emotional displays in terms of emotional contagion. That is, they
mimic an array of expressions shared by in-group members to a greater extent than they do
for out-group members (van der Schalk et al., 2011). Emotional reactions from out-group
members, on the other hand, lead to emotional divergence (van der Schalk et al., 2011). Even
positive emotional displays from the out group are associated with participants’ negative
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reactions (Paulus & Wentura, 2014). In this case, however, emotional displays may have
cemented perceptions of shared identity and shared experience. Symbols like flags and
national origin may have seemed irrelevant because their emotional expression demonstrated
a sense of “we-ness” about the video.
More generally, this is consistent with what leisure providers already understand
well—the power of shared experiences to create feelings of togetherness. We have known for
centuries that participating in leisure together can create a sense of togetherness with fellow
participants (Stieler & Germelmann, 2016). Critically, the shared emotional dynamics within
leisure experiences may create such togetherness regardless of everyone’s identities.
Consider that people from all over the world attend massive St. Patrick’s Day parades in
Ireland. At such events, shared passion for the event between locals and tourists create a
sense of shared identity and togetherness that is more salient than other identity cues
(O’Donnell et al., 2016).
This phenomenon seems to extend to at least some virtual experiences. This research
suggests that participants may be remarkably open to connecting with others’ experiences if
(even virtual) settings in which they find themselves possess key characteristics. In this case,
shared backchannel communication seemed important. Such communication may transform
an otherwise disjointed list of individuals into a group characterized by a shared identity. In
this way, the virtual experience may have more in common with traditional leisure settings in
which identities are on display (e.g., sports fans wearing team jerseys) than once thought.
For leisure providers, this may be a simple but underappreciated insight. In the wake
of COVID-19, many providers and participants have sought ways to create shared
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experiences in virtual settings. Some have poured resources into creating a sense of shared
identity prior to experience. For instance, anecdotal experience suggests that some staff
members hosting virtual classes ask participants to share personal information about
themselves with classmates. Such disclosure can often create a sense of shared identity
(Boothby et al., 2016). These results suggest that offering participants the opportunity to
communicate (through, for example, backchannel venues) can also create positive outcomes.
Instructors might ask participants to describe how they are feeling, to share favourite
moments, and to describe challenges they have overcome. All such efforts might create a
sense of shared experience.
5.4 Perceived Emotional Synchrony and Emotional responses (Research Question 3)
Several authors had commented that the dynamics of virtual spaces would shape the
quality of virtual leisure experiences (Orton-Johnson, 2014; Schultz & McKeown, 2018).
However, prior to the present research, the role of interpersonal synchrony in understanding
virtual experiences was largely overlooked. The focus here was on such synchrony as it
relates to a positive emotional experience. It is understood that the quality of experience is
represented by individuals’ positive emotional responses to the offering. In this dissertation,
such responses were measured at three levels: positive emotional state, overall enjoyment,
and willingness to share the video with others. Based on previous shared experience research
and on the literature about need to connect with others, it was expected that both shared
attention and perceived emotional synchrony would be positively associated with such
positive emotional responses.
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The results suggested that both shared attention and perceived emotional synchrony
contributed to participants’ positive emotional responses to the video. This represents
perhaps the second critical insight from the present research. The greater participants’ sense
that others were co-attending and, more importantly, that they felt the same way about the
video as did the individual, the greater their positive emotional state, overall enjoyment, and
willingness to share the video with others. This finding is consistent with earlier research
regarding the contribution of perceived emotional synchrony to positive emotional responses
to collective events (e.g., Gabriel et al., 2020; Páez et al., 2015; Stieler & Germelmann,
2016).
Interestingly, the results suggest that overall enjoyment of the experience is highest
when backchannel communication provides evidence of a shared experience with out-group
members. In this case, the inclusion of flags (indicating national identity) did seem to play a
role. When ostensible others who were associated with an American identity shared positive
messages about the video, participants reported more enjoyment than under other conditions.
This pattern might again be explained by the notion of vicarious emotions. When
individuals identify with a social entity, others’ comments about that entity reflect their
opinions about oneself. For instance, parents tend to respond negatively to criticism and
positively to praise regarding their child (van Houtum et al., 2021). The child is an extension
of their selves and so comments about the child are perceived as comments about them. In
this case, participants may have identified with the Tragically Hip. Others’ comments about
the band may have extended to their sense of self. Positive comments about a shared
experience may then have added to the enjoyment of the experience. They may have been
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impressed that American viewers appreciated the performance of an iconic Canadian band.
This may have been unexpected and was more powerful as a result (Neville & Reicher,
2011). These positive feelings then influenced their overall experience.
These findings extend earlier research by suggesting the influence of perceived
emotional synchrony on such responses (after controlling for shared attention and tendency
for perceived emotional synchrony). It also extends previous research by adding that
perceived emotional synchrony influences willingness to share the video, an action tendency
response. Typically, previous shared experience research (see Shteynberg et al., 2014 for an
exception) had not included such a behavioural intention measure. Experience providers
depend on participants sharing positive stories about their experiences with others. This
suggests that creating shared experiences may be central to such providers’ ongoing success.
Such findings also add to our understanding regarding the role of others in leisure
service settings. We already knew that the presence, characteristics, and behaviours of others
can influence participants’ experiences in several ways (Colm et al., 2017). We have long
understood that others’ emotions influence individual participants’ experiences. For example,
when others’ emotional displays are consistent with the emotional tone of the experience,
they enhance the quality of participants’ experiences and when they are inconsistent, they
reduce the quality of the experience (Grove & Fisk, 1997; He et al., 2012; Miao & Mattila,
2013; Tombs & McColl-Kennedy, 2013). The present research adds that perceptions of
emotional synchrony—not just others’ emotions per se—are relevant to understanding the
quality of the leisure service experience.
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Further, the present findings extend our understanding of social dynamics to virtual
settings. Scholars had noted that research on social dynamics in analog settings may not
“generalize to service contexts in which customers interact virtually, such as digital
platforms” (Colm et al., 2017, p. 236). As such, many had called for additional research on
social dynamics in virtual settings to better understand leisure experiences (Wood et al.,
2019) and service delivery outcomes (Bolton et al., 2018). The present research suggests that
creating a sense of emotional connection to those who are located somewhere else is just as
important to participants’ emotional responses as it is when participants are physically
gathered. In many ways, leisure providers and researchers have always had it right: creating
shared experiences is important to participants and providers alike.
These results help us to better understand virtual events in new ways. As mentioned
earlier, we have traditionally thought about event experiences as consisting of multiple
phases, including travelling to and from an event location. Harmon and Scott (2017) remind
us that such phases are important to understanding the emotional dynamics of event
experiences. Further, they suggest that such experiences are often linked to physical places.
Stadiums and concert halls, for example, are prominent in sport and music event experiences,
respectively. The present study suggests that the places important to individuals’ experiences
need not be physical. Virtual spaces may also permit individuals to co-attend and interact in
ways that establish positive emotional outcomes. In fact, they may provide ways to interact
that are not currently possible in analog events. In this study, discussion in a chat forum
enhanced perceived emotional synchrony and the quality of the spectator experience.
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Given this understanding, it seems likely that shared experiences in virtual settings
have far reaching implications for participants and providers alike. Much of the research on
shared experiences in analog settings focuses on the benefits of such experiences for
individuals. Two of the core themes within that research are 1) the influence of shared
experiences on sense of belonging and 2) the influence of shared experiences on individual
well-being. If perceived emotional synchrony can emerge in virtual settings much like it can
in analog ones, then perhaps sharing experiences with others in virtual settings can also help
achieve desirable outcomes.
First, the literature suggests a link between perceived emotional synchrony and
individuals’ sense of belonging, a feeling of connection and community shared with others.
Emotional dynamics are at the heart of such belonging. As McMillan (1996) states, they are
“an essential dynamic of community development” (p. 320). When individuals perceive that
others share emotional responses to shared events, they recognize interpersonal similarities
(Hareli & Hess, 2010). The more synchronized the emotional states, the greater the sense of
similarity and connection to the other (Kühn et al., 2011). Such connection often results in
feelings associated with “belongingness,” including feelings of closeness, support, and trust
in others (Bouchat et al., 2020; Páez et al., 2015).
If virtual experiences create perceived emotional synchrony, then they may also
contribute to a sense of belonging. Given the recent growth of virtual experience providers,
we are only now beginning to understand how such experiences contribute to a sense of
belonging with others. Some recent research has framed this from the perspective of social
capital. Zhong (2011) found that the more individuals played online games with others, the
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stronger their sense of social capital both online and offline. Playing with others in an online
space contributed to a sense of connection to others in that same space and to a sense of
connection to others “in real life.”
Similarly, Perry et al., (2018) found that one’s relationship to others during virtual
experiences (in this case, playing video games) influences a sense of social capital because it
generates an experience that is intensely positive (called “harmonious passion”). The more
one played with friends or strangers, the greater their passion for the game and, in turn, the
greater their sense of support from and connection to others. The game offered an
opportunity to feel closer to others, including those whom participants had not met offline.
Such closeness enriched their gaming experience and their lives. Taken together, this and the
research described earlier suggests that virtual experiences may be linked with sense of
belonging because they offer opportunities for connections. Perceived emotional synchrony
seems to be an exemplar of such connections.
Second, shared experience research suggests the importance of such experiences to
well-being, positive evaluations of one’s life (Huppert, 2017). We know that participation in
collective events can generate shared experiences (Gabriel et al., 2017). Such experiences
are, in turn, associated with greater perceived well-being. For instance, studies demonstrate
that perceived emotional synchrony tied to group activities is positively associated with a
more positive attitude about the world, more positive emotions such as hope, and greater
happiness (Gabriel et al, 2017, 2020; Páez et al., 2015).
Perhaps participation in virtual experiences is associated with well-being in a similar
way. Indeed, some research suggests that internet use contributes to well-being (Lifshitz et
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al., 2018; Nimrod, 2014). The positive association between such use and well-being has been
attributed, in part, to positive social interactions among users (Nimrod, 2014). That is, online
activity may provide an opportunity to connect with others. Such connection seems central to
bolstering well-being. The present research might help provide a deeper understanding of this
association. It may be that participation in virtual activities with others offers opportunities
for positive shared experiences which, in turn, enhance participants’ well-being.
5.5 Implications for Providers
It is abundantly clear that our leisure activity increasingly involves digital spaces and
digitally mediated social dynamics. Such digitization has “brought about great opportunities
for the cultural sector” (Calvo-Soraluze & Viñals Blanco, 2014, p. 38). The motivation for
this research was to understand opportunities to share experiences while physically separated
from others. Although interest in this topic was encouraged by the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic, it pursues questions that have been growing in importance with the proliferation of
online platforms and opportunities: is the physical presence of others necessary for the
creation of shared experiences? And, what does this mean for leisure service providers?
Typically, leisure providers play an important role in creating opportunities for
shared experiences. Throughout the pandemic, it was largely assumed that the inability to ask
participants to congregate together would mean that leisure providers were unable to create
shared experiences. The results of this research suggest otherwise. More than that, they offer
insights about how providers might create perceived emotional synchrony in new (virtual)
types of settings. For example, participants reported that online video streaming services
played a larger role in helping them connect to others during the pandemic.
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Providers who offer digital content can help individuals share experiences with others
in meaningful ways. Results of the survey suggest that watch party services seemed
especially popular among respondents, and other leisure experiences (e.g., online gaming,
fitness classes) were also used to connect with friends. As the pandemic continues, leisure
providers might consider such services as ways to bring people together in an increasingly
disconnected world.
The results of the experiment provide further insight regarding how leisure providers
might create perceived emotional synchrony in virtual settings. Targeting the right
participants is one useful approach. Not surprisingly, those who typically were more
interested in shared experiences reported greater participation in virtual experiences. Again,
this is consistent with previous research (Gabriel et al., 2017, 2020). It suggests that
providers might promote virtual experiences as opportunities for shared experiences to those
who previously attended traditional shared experiences such as festivals.
Then, the task of the provider is to create for each participant a sense that “we are
attending” together. In previous research, this has been established in several ways, including
providing digital representations of others (e.g., avatars) (Shteynberg et al., 2014), or
presenting information about group size (e.g., “1,000 are viewing right now”) (HajMohamadi et al., 2018). These straightforward strategies may help to establish a sense that
each participant is part of a synchronously shared experience.
Several providers may be catching on to the importance of establishing shared
attention in virtual experiences. Consider the approach recently used by Sportsnet as they
broadcasted one NHL game featuring the Calgary Flames and Vancouver Canucks. The
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game was scheduled during the pandemic (fans were not permitted to attend the game inperson). It seems the broadcaster sought to establish that viewers were co-attending to the
game with one another by inviting viewers to share a live video of themselves. The “Flames
Fan Wall” (see Figure 13) showed Calgary Flames Fans watching the game together from
their own private spaces. Perhaps this created a sense that each viewer’s attention was shared
by other fans.

Figure 13. The “Flames Fan Wall” as an example of highlighting shared attention during a
virtual watch party (a live broadcast NHL game)
Backchannel communication also seems essential to establishing shared attention and
perceived emotional synchrony. Exposure to others’ reactions to the video—and perhaps the
opportunity to share one’s own reactions—heightened a sense that one’s attention and
emotions were shared. As mentioned earlier, this may be an opportunity that many leisure
providers have overlooked. Such providers might look to leaders in virtual experiences for
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successful examples of backchannel communication. As one example, Netflix Party, a thirdparty browser extension for Google Chrome, offers backchannel communication within a
Netflix virtual watch party. It offers viewers an opportunity to chat with each other and
display their emotions during the experience (see Figure 14). The research presented in this
dissertation suggests that this could render the virtual watch party a “shared” experience.

Figure 14. Screenshot of a Netflix Party in which several participants exchange messages
while watching an episode of Netflix’s Tiger King.
Providers’ understanding of such strategies for creating perceived emotional
synchrony will be increasingly important to the quality of participant experiences, or positive
emotional responses. This is important in two ways. First, creating positive emotional
responses are central to several long-term outcomes of interest to participants. Positive
experiences in leisure settings are important to living a happy life (Newman et al., 2014). As
mentioned earlier, participation in shared experiences that are associated with positive
emotions are also associated with happiness (Bouchat et al., 2020; Gabriel et al., 2017, 2020;
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Páez et al., 2015; Zumeta et al., 2016a). The mandate of many leisure providers, especially in
the public and not-for-profit sectors, is to enhance quality of life (Mansfield et al., 2020). For
such providers, strategies for perceived emotional synchrony may have implications for the
quality of participants’ lives.
Second, emotional outcomes are related to providers’ success. Perceived emotional
synchrony was associated with positive emotional state and overall enjoyment. Such
outcomes may be related to participants’ plans for patronizing the provider in the future (Hart
et al., 2007). Further, perceived emotional synchrony was positively associated with
willingness to share a video with others. Such sharing is a form of word-of-mouth
communication. Word-of-mouth assists the provider and the client alike because it spreads
the word of successful (and unsuccessful) opportunities. For the provider, positive word of
mouth suggests that they are indeed fulfilling their mandate. For the client, it helps them with
their own decision making. In both cases, positive word of mouth helps the provider fulfill
their goals (Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006).
5.6 Limitations and Directions for Future Research
One of the limitations of the research presented here is the experimental design. Such
a design was useful because it helped to isolate variables within a shared experience. As well,
because experiments are so infrequently used within leisure studies (Ellis et al., 2016), the
experiment demonstrated the usefulness of that method to our literature. However,
experiments typically have lower external validity than other research designs (Lynch Jr.,
1982). Their tight controls can minimize dynamics that operate outside such controlled
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settings. Perhaps some of the dynamics of typical virtual watch party experiences were lost
within the demands of the experiment.
Related to this point, the present research relied on a simulated leisure experience.
Simulated leisure experiences have been used successfully in previous studies to better
understand how individuals respond to situational conditions (e.g., Mannell & Bradley,
1986). The benefit of such simulations is that the research can examine effects of specific
situational variables that would be difficult to monitor in the field (Kleiber et al., 2011). At
the same time, simulated leisure experiences are just that—simulated. They are perhaps not
completely accurate representations of the leisure experiences that occur naturally in
everyday life.
Together, these limitations suggest the need for field research on the relationship
between shared attention and shared experience. Observations of leisure participants during
their freely chosen activity can reveal much about how situations influence leisure experience
(Kleiber et al., 2011). As mentioned earlier, such field research has been the dominant
approach to understanding shared leisure experiences. Future research could build from this
dissertation and related studies (e.g., Páez et al., 2015) with a focus on shared attention. For
example, studies might examine differences in perceptions of emotional synchrony for
participants who watched a movie privately and those who chose to do so synchronously
with friends. Such studies would be more externally valid than the experiment described here
and so could provide new insights about how shared attention influences shared experiences.
A focus on virtual experience settings is greatly needed in such future research.
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Another limitation of the present research is that the shared experience examined here
involved manipulations and stimuli relevant to a single identity, that being “Canadian”. As
with any identity, a Canadian identity carries specific meanings and norms. For example,
multiculturalism is central to the Canadian identity (Vaswani et al., 2021). That is, Canadians
are socialized toward permissive attitudes about people from different cultural and ethnic
backgrounds. Such norms could have influenced the results of the study. Indeed, Canadian
participants seemed to connect just a well with their American peers as with fellow
Canadians.
This suggests the need to replicate the present experiment using different identity
contexts. Fortunately, many leisure settings lend themselves to the activation of situational
identities (Jun & Kyle, 2012). Individuals identify with various sport, recreation, and
tourism/hospitality activities and services, as well as the providers who offer those and the
places in which they are offered. Future research might explore how shared attention relates
to shared experience in any number identity-relevant situations. As one example, a study
could examine how shared attention among online fitness class members (whose “fitness”
identity has been rendered salient) is linked with the strength of shared experiences within
the class.
Another important limitation to the external validity of this study was the choice of
text included in the backchannel communication manipulation. Such text was crafted for this
study and based on comments toward similar videos actually posted to YouTube. It was
assumed that such text would be harmonious, at least to some extent, with participants’ own
emotional responses to the video. Thus, the backchannel communication in this dissertation
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represents one that is in-synch with participants’ experiences. Consistent with previous
research, such “harmonious” text may have enabled emotional contagion and amplified
recipients’ own emotions (Luo et al., 2020).
However, there are several instances of backchannel communication that is not
harmonious with participants’ experiences. Fellow attendees might share disagreements in an
online chat. In some cases, others’ text can be outright discriminatory or belligerent. Such
instances of negative or “unharmonious” backchannel communication were not explored in
the present research. Future research could explore how specific content of backchannel
communication might help or hinder the creation of perceived emotional synchrony in virtual
settings.
Indeed, leisure settings seem ripe for exploring both positive and negative collective
experience. While this study focused on a positive experience, leisure settings can be
intentionally difficult (Lee et al., 1994). Indeed, many leisure experiences that are unpleasant
are intentionally designed to be that way and are sought after. For example, some “dark”
tourism experiences evoke feelings such as shame and sorrow. Consider that Nazi
extermination camps such as Auschwitz draws thousands of visitors each year. Many such
visitors feel saddened during their visit, but also report some emotional benefit to their visits
(Biran et al., 2011). It would be interesting to explore how shared attention and perceived
emotional synchrony influence emotional outcomes within such settings. Such an exploration
would help us better understand how perceptions related to sharing experiences influence the
quality of such experiences.
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The present research also focuses on emotional outcomes tied closely to the
experience itself. Yet, many emotional dynamics play out after the experience has concluded
(Lemon & Verhoef, 2016). For instance, emotions originally tied to leisure episodes “live
on” in participants’ memories. Understanding how emotions inform memory is important for
several reasons. An emergent literature suggests that perceived emotional synchrony may
crystallize memories of the leisure experience (Wood, 2020; Wood & Kenyon, 2018; Wood
& Kinnunen, 2020). For instance, narratives recently collected from festival participants
(Wood & Kinnunen, 2020) suggested that shared emotional states attached to an event
enhanced how vividly such experiences were recalled and how frequently they were
communicated to others following the event. More research in this vein could help us
understand how shared experience dynamics influence memory and subsequent leisure
behaviour.
Future efforts might also explore the influence of shared experiences on so-called
demonstration effects. Demonstration effects suggest that watching elite athletes can inspire
others to participate in the sport that is spectated (Weed, 2009). Recent research on
demonstration effects has focused mostly on the influence of spectators’ personal
experiences on participatory outcomes (e.g., Potwarka et al., 2018; Teare et al., 2021). While
social (e.g., normative) influences on demonstration outcomes are also posited (Bakhsh et al.,
2021), the role of perceived emotional synchrony in such outcomes has not been examined.
From a shared attention perspective, watching elite sport with others should influence
the extent to which responses to the sport on display are perceived as being shared by others.
In turn, perceptions of emotional synchrony may amplify demonstration effects. For instance,
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watching elite sport often generates a sense of inspiration which can in turn influence
intentions to try the sport (Potwarka et al., 2018). Perceiving that one’s experience is shared
might amplify such inspiration. This is consistent with research on the role of shared
experiences in empowering and mobilizing people toward social action and change (e.g.,
Páez et al., Zumeta et al., 2016a). Perhaps sharing an inspiring moment is a catalyst toward
greater participation in sport and recreation.
Future research might also continue to explore the dynamics of virtual leisure
experiences. As was mentioned earlier, it seems clear that our lives have become increasingly
digital. Consequently, much of our leisure is spent engaging with virtual experiences (Schultz
& McKeown, 2018). New technologies and virtual experiences have proliferated at an
unprecedented rate and are not well-understood from a leisure perspective. Although “leisure
scholars have made progress in recent years toward carving out a more prominent place for
studying digital leisure, […] a greater emphasis needs to be placed on this area of leisure
scholarship moving forward.” (Schultz & McKeown, 2018, p. 226). The present research
sought to address Schultz and McKeown’s (2018) call for research in the context of virtual
watch parties. More research is needed to satisfy this call to action from our leisure studies
colleagues.
A final avenue for future shared experience research involves a focus on staff. The
present research focused on a context that did not involve staff members. However, many
shared experiences are heavily influenced by staff involvement. Staff members may be
important to creating shared experiences. They manage dynamics between participants in
ways that might help or hinder emotional connections (Arnould & Price, 1993; Tutenges,
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2013). Traditionally, such dynamics have been tied to physical spaces, such as encouraging
physical contact between participants (Tutenges, 2013). However, we know less about how
staff might contribute to perceived emotional synchrony in virtual settings. Staff are
increasingly involved in such settings. Consider that now more than ever, yoga and spin
classes are offered by staff through the convenience of a computer screen.
Perhaps in virtual spaces, staff can create a sense of shared experience through
emotional leadership. Emotional leadership involves demonstrating emotions for others
(Humphrey, 2002). Such leadership is common in group leisure settings. Consider emotional
leadership expressed by Peloton trainers. They demonstrate a range of emotions during class
from pain and exhaustion to relief and joy. Such emotional expressions can be contagious for
individual participants (Hennig-Thurau et al., 2006; Groth et al., 2009). More than that, from
an emotional leadership perspective, such expressions may create a “tone” for the class
(Barsade & Gibson, 2012; Sy et al., 2005). Each participant might then “take on” the leader’s
emotions and understand that others in class have done so, too. This could result in perceived
emotional synchrony.
One context that may be well-suited to explore this phenomenon is that of livestreamed sports. In June 2021, during the 2021 NHL playoffs, Sportsnet offered its content
for free on YouTube. Typically, fans would have to pay for a subscription to Sportsnet to
live-stream a game. Instead, as viewers watched for free, they could exchange messages with
each other. More than that, the program was promoted as “Watch a Habs Game with Steve
Dangle” (see Figure 15). Steve Dangle is the stage name of a popular hockey-related social
media pundit who is a staff member of Sportsnet.
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Throughout the broadcast, Steve provided commentary on the game. Such
commentary replaced the typical in-game commentary that would include play-by-play
analysis. Rather than comment on plays and patterns, Steve offered insights about players’
contracts, which players’ performances were most surprising throughout the playoffs, and
which teams might make it through to the next round of play. Further, Steve addressed
comments posted in the chat (see right side of Figure 15). Future research might ask: how
might Steve’s involvement in the broadcast, in conjunction with the backchannel
communication offered by YouTube’s technology, have transformed viewers’ experiences?

Figure 15. Screenshot from YouTube during a live-streamed NHL playoff game presented as
“Watch a Habs Game with Steve Dangle”.
Research on staff could also investigate whether (and if so, when, and how) staff
members also perceive emotional synchrony with their participants. Service research
suggests that participants’ emotions influence staff members’ emotions (Zablah et al., 2017),
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but it is not clear whether such influence results for staff in a sense of shared experience.
Arnould and Price (1993) first observed that participants and staff come to share emotional
states throughout whitewater rafting adventures. In their research, staff and participants
literally experienced the same conditions as they travelled together downstream. The authors
seemed to suggest that such shared activity could result in a sense of shared experience for
staff with their participants.
Kane and Zink (2004) also noted that shared experiences in adventure groups emerge
between “the guides, drivers, the first named researcher, and other kayakers and nonkayakers encountered during the tour” (p. 333). If staff perceive emotional synchrony with
their participants, what conditions are important to such synchrony? Previous research
(Arnould & Price, 1993; Kane & Zink, 2004) suggests that shared physical space may be
important. When staff and participants’ bodies move in the same way, they may develop a
sense of shared experience. This is consistent with the literature on the role of behavioural
synchrony in creating shared experiences (Stieler & Germelmann, 2016; Wheatley et al.,
2012) but it may be limited to analog settings and may not be applicable to virtual settings.
Another possibility is that shared passion is relevant to understanding shared
experiences between staff and participants. Consider that concessions staff may be just as
excited by a game-winning home run as the fans in attendance. Indeed, many leisure service
staff are passionate about what they do, and their passion drives them to connect with their
participants in special ways (McCarville & Drewery, 2019). Social appraisal theory
(Manstead & Fischer, 2001) suggests that a shared passion for an activity would lead
individuals toward similar emotional reactions in that activity. When passion is shared,
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emotions may also be shared. An exploration of this topic could help us better understand
who is involved in shared experiences and what role(s) do they fulfill.
5.7 Conclusion
It seems part of human nature to seek out opportunities to share experiences with
others (Jolly et al., 2019). For centuries, leisure settings have provided such opportunities.
We always assumed that such settings encouraged perceived emotional synchrony because
they attracted like-minded people and then facilitated processes that created a sense of shared
experience. Processes involving physical properties, such as proximity and behavioural
synchrony, were thought to be necessary for perceived emotional synchrony. However, the
recent growth of virtual experiences, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic, suggested
that shared experiences may not require the physical presence of other people.
This dissertation suggested that individuals are turning to virtual experiences such as
virtual watch parties now more than ever as they seek new opportunities to connect with
others. It also suggested that physical proximity is an important, but not essential, element to
perceived emotional synchrony. Backchannel communication seems a useful and effective
alternative in creating a sense of shared experience. Such communication offered
confirmation that “we are attending” together, regardless of the identity cues provided by
fellow participants. Further, such communication seemed to encourage thinking about others’
experiences, or mentalization. These dynamics together pointed toward a greater sense that
others shared in the virtual experience. Consequently, the more the experience felt like it was
shared, the more positive the emotional reaction to it.
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These findings reaffirm the importance of shared experiences to participants and
providers. They also extend our understanding of shared experiences to virtual settings,
where it was once thought such experiences were not possible. In this way, the dissertation
updates our thinking on conditions for perceived emotional synchrony, placing the social
context of shared attention in focus for the first time. The dissertation also begins to suggest
strategies that providers of virtual experiences might use to create positive shared
experiences. Finally, it offers several avenues for future exploration of conditions and
consequences of perceived emotional synchrony in various leisure settings.
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Appendix A
Information Letter
You are invited to participate in a dissertation research study conducted by David
Drewery under the supervision of Dr. Ron McCarville, Department of Recreation and
Leisure Studies at the University of Waterloo.
The study is about online watching experiences, such as when individuals watch livestreamed concerts from their own private spaces. The purpose of study is to better understand
how people experience such online content. This is important as online watching experiences
are increasingly popular today. The information provided below will help you make an
informed decision regarding your participation in the study.
What does participation involve?
Participation in the study will consist of three tasks. The first task is to respond to
demographic questions, including your previous experiences watching online content. For
example, we will ask you whether you have participated in a "watch party" through various
online platforms. The second task is to watch a brief video clip about a recent musical event.
You will be asked to pay attention to the video and reflect on how it makes you feel. The
third task is to answer a few questions about the video that you watched. For example, you
will be asked about what you felt feeling during your viewing experience. It is estimated that
participation will require 15 minutes of your time.
Is participation in the study voluntary?
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Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may decide to leave the study at any
time by closing your browser window. The dataset will be anonymized after it is collected by
removing MTurk IDs and as such it will not be possible to remove your data from the study
because the researchers will have no way of identifying which responses are yours.
Will I receive anything for participating in the study?
In appreciation of your time, you will receive a total of (CAD)$2.50 through the
MTurk system. You may decline to answer any questions that you do not wish to answer, and
you can withdraw your participation at any time by ceasing to answer questions without
penalty or loss of remuneration. To receive remuneration please proceed to the end of the
questionnaire, obtain the unique code for this HIT, and submit it.
What are the possible benefits and risks associated with the study?
Participation in this study may not provide any personal benefit to you but may
generate scientific benefits in the research community. The risks associated with participation
in this study are expected to be no greater than what you might experience in your day-to-day
life. Specifically, it is possible that watching the video in this study could evoke a mild
negative emotional response.
Will my identity be known?
Because this is an anonymous survey the researchers have no way of identifying you
or getting in touch with you should you choose to tell us something about yourself or your
life experiences. However, when information is transmitted over the internet privacy cannot
be guaranteed. There is always a risk your responses may be intercepted by a third party
(e.g., government agencies, hackers). University of Waterloo researchers will not collect or
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use internet protocol (IP) addresses or other information which could link your participation
to your computer or electronic device without first informing you.
Will my information be kept confidential?
Your identity will be kept confidential and your worker ID will not be included or in
any other way associated with the data collected in the study. Once you have submitted your
responses it is not possible to withdraw your consent to participate as we have no way of
knowing which responses are yours. The anonymized dataset will be secured by encryption
and will be password protected. We will keep our study records for a minimum of 10 years.
All records are destroyed according to University of Waterloo policy.
Has the study received ethics clearance?
This study has been reviewed and received ethics clearance through a University of
Waterloo Research Ethics Committee (ORE#43124). If you have questions for the
Committee contact the Office of Research Ethics at 1-519-888-4567, Ext. 36005 or oreceo@uwaterloo.ca.
Who should I contact if I have questions regarding my participation in the study?
If you have any questions regarding this study or would like additional information to
assist you in reaching a decision about participation, please contact David Drewery at
dwdrewery@uwaterloo.ca or Dr. Ron McCarville at ron.mccarville@uwaterloo.ca
Do you consent to participate in this study? By providing consent, you are not
waiving your legal rights or releasing the investigator(s) or involved institution(s) from their
legal and professional responsibilities.


No, I do not consent to participate
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Yes, I consent to participate
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Appendix B
Survey Content
We are interested in your experience with virtual watch parties. Virtual watch parties are
those events in which you and others watch online content together from separate locations.
For example, you might be at home watching something with a friend who is at their own,
different home.
1. How often do you participate in virtual watch parties?
a. I have never participated in a virtual watch party
b. Rarely (e.g., once or twice in the past)
c. Sometimes (e.g., once or twice a month)
d. Often (e.g., once or twice a week)
e. Very often (e.g., everyday or almost everyday)
If you have never participated in a virtual watch party, you can skip to the next page.
2. Which of the following platforms have you used to participate in a virtual watch party
(select all that apply)?
a. Facebook Live
b. GroupWatch (for Disney Plus)
c. Hulu Watch Party
d. Netflix Party/Teleparty
e. Prime Video Watch party
f. Twitch
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g. YouTube Live
h. Zoom
i. Other
3. For which of the following activities have you had a virtual watch party (select all
that apply)?
a. Watching a concert or musical act
b. Watching/participating in a fitness class or video
c. Watching a movie
d. Watching someone play a video game
e. Watching a sporting event
f. Watching a television show
g. Watching a special event such as a wedding, birthday party, funeral, or baby
shower
h. Other
4. In your previous watch party experience(s), how often are some or all of the other
participants people you do not know personally?
a. Never
b. Rarely
c. Sometimes
d. Often
e. Very often
5. To what extent do you plan to participate in a virtual watch party in the next month?
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a. 1 = Not at all to 7 = Very much
The next few pages of the study contain questions about who you are and how you spend
your time. Please remember, your responses will be anonymous.
6. Before COVID-19, on a typical day, how much face-to-face time did you spend with
friends?
a. [sliding scale from 0 to 24 hours]
7. What percentage of this time was spent online?
a. [sliding scale from 0 to 100%]
8. Currently, on a typical day, how much face-to-face time do you spend with friends?
a. [sliding scale from 0 to 24 hours]
9. What percentage of this time was spent online?
a. [sliding scale from 0 to 100%]
10. If COVID-19 was suddenly to be eliminated today, how would your face-to-face time
with friends change compared to now?
a. It would decrease greatly
b. It would decrease slightly
c. It would stay the same
d. It would increase slightly
e. It would increase greatly
11. If COVID-19 was suddenly to be eliminated today, how would your face-to-face time
with friends online change compared to now?
a. It would decrease greatly
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b. It would decrease slightly
c. It would stay the same
d. It would increase slightly
e. It would increase greatly
12. What is your age in years?
a. [open text box]
13. What is your gender?
a. Male
b. Female
c. Other
d. Prefer not to say
14. To what extent do you agree with the following statements about yourself? [1 = Fully
disagree to 7 = Fully agree]
a. I identify as Canadian
b. I identify as a music enthusiast
c. I feel very connected to others when in a large group activity I like, like going
to a concert, church, or convention
d. I like attending festivals because I like to be around all of the people
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Appendix C
Instructions for Experiment: No Shared Attention
Condition
In which country do you reside?


Canada



USA

Thank you for completing the survey portion of the study. In the next part of the study, you
will be asked to watch a short video then report on your experience. You can choose the
theme of the video you prefer from the following drop-down list.
[participants choose between the following]


Culture



Recent History



Music

Based on your preference, here is a description of the clip you will be watching:
On August 20, 2016, the Canadian musical group "The Tragically Hip" played its final show.
The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation broadcast the concert as "The Tragically Hip: A
National Celebration". In Canada, it is estimated that 11.7 million people live-streamed the
show.
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During the concert, the band played 30 songs and three encores. At the end of the show,
millions of fans from Halifax to Vancouver sang the Tragically Hip's last song, "Ahead by a
Century".
You are about to see a clip of that song.
Make sure your audio/headphones are ready. When you are ready, click to the next page.
[video stimulus is administered]
Thank you for watching.
The following questions are about your experience of the video you just watched.
When you are ready, click to the next page.
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Appendix D
Instructions for Experiment: Shared Attention Conditions
In which country do you reside?


Canada



USA

Thank you for completing the survey portion of the study. In the next part of the study, you
will be asked to watch a short video then report on your experience.
You will be watching the video with a small group of other participants who are also
participating in the study right now as part of a MTurk Microbatch. Please note that you may
experience some delays as your computer "syncs up" with others during the viewing
experience.
You can choose the theme of the video you prefer from the following drop-down list. You
will be matched with other participants with the same preference as yours.
[participants choose between the following]


Culture



Recent history



Music

Based on your preference, here is a description of the clip you and others will be watching:
On August 20, 2016, the Canadian musical group "The Tragically Hip" played its final show.
The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation broadcast the concert as "The Tragically Hip: A
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National Celebration". In Canada, it is estimated that 11.7 million people live-streamed the
show.
During the concert, the band played 30 songs and three encores. At the end of the show,
millions of fans from Halifax to Vancouver sang the Tragically Hip's last song, "Ahead by a
Century".
You are about to see a clip of that song.
Make sure your audio/headphones are ready. When you are ready, click to the next page.
You may experience delays while waiting for others.

Waiting for others to join…
When ready, you will be taken to the next page
[video stimulus is administered]
Thank you for watching.
The Microbatch portion of the study is now over. You can proceed without any delays from
others.
The following questions are about your experience of the video you just watched.
When you are ready, click to the next page.
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Appendix E
Post-Stimulus Questionnaire
1. Did you see and hear the video?
a. Yes, I saw and heard the video
b. No, I had difficulty seeing and/or hearing the video
2. To what extent did you feel that others focused their attention on the same video that
you watched at the same time that you did?
a. 1 = Not at all to 7 = A lot
3. While watching this video, how often did you think about other people watching the
video?
a. 1 = I never had this thought to 7 = I often had this thought
4. To what extent did you feel that other people were physically "with you" while you
watched the video?
a. 1 = Not at all to 7 = Very much
5. To what extent do you agree with the following statements? [1 = Not at all to 7 =
Very much]
a. While watching this video, I experienced the same feelings that others
experienced
b. While watching this video, my experience was common with others
c. While watching this video, I felt on the same “wavelength” as others
d. While watching this video, I felt a strong shared emotion
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6. How did you feel while watching the video?
a. 1 = ashamed to 7 = proud
b. 1 = uninspired to 7 = inspired
c. 1 = disappointed to 7 = encouraged
d. 1 = sad to 7 = happy
7. What was your overall enjoyment of watching this video?
a. 1 = not at all enjoyable to 7 = very enjoyable
8. To what extent would you be willing to share this video with your friends?
a. 1 = Not at all to 7 = Very much
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Appendix F
Study Debrief Letter
Title of Project: Exploring Perceived Emotional Synchrony in an Online Context: An
Experiment
Student Investigator: David Drewery, dwdrewery@uwaterloo.ca
Faculty Supervisor: Dr. Ron McCarville, Department of Recreation and Leisure Studies,
ron.mccarville@uwaterloo.ca

We appreciate your participation in our study and thank you for spending the time
helping us with our research. The purpose of this study debrief letter is to provide additional
details about the study you just participated in.
You were originally told that this study was designed to better understand how people
experience online content such as watch parties. While we were indeed interested in studying
this topic, the study objective was more involved from what we originally explained to you.
In this study, we are actually interested in understanding how people develop a sense
of "shared experience" with others who are located somewhere else, and how such a sense of
shared experience influences emotional outcomes of participating in activities. Past research
has focused on shared experiences that involve congregation, such as when people meet up at
a sporting event or festival. Less is known about how people shared in digital experiences,
such as online watch parties, with people who are located elsewhere. We think that shared
attention may be important to understanding a sense of shared experience. Shared attention
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means believing that others are paying attention to the same thing at the same time.
Exploring this further may provide insight into how to create shared experiences when
people are unable to meet together in person.
We designed a study in which some people were randomly assigned to a control
condition while others were randomly assigned to one of several experimental conditions. In
the control condition, we did not mention any other participants. In the experimental
conditions, we created situations in which participants might have believed other people were
sharing their attention to the video in the study. Further, we manipulated whether attention
was shared with people similar to you (in this case, located in Canada versus the United
States), and whether you could confirm your shared attention (through a "live" text chat). In
reality, each participant went through the study privately and alone, and attention was never
shared by others.
You were randomly assigned to the in group with text condition. This means the
others ostensibly participating with you were from the same country as yours and you could
exchange messages with them.
The reason we needed to use deception in this study was because we needed
participants' behaviour and attitudes to be as natural as possible. To summarize:

1. The purpose of this study was to explore how solitary experiences might best be
transformed into "shared" ones and how such transformations impact participants'
experiences.
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2. Your participation was private. No other people shared attention to any part of the study
while you participated. Any reference to others was part of a deception. The others were
entirely fictitious.

We apologize for not providing you with complete and accurate information about the
purpose of the study, but we hope you understand why this was necessary.
Since this study involves some aspects that you were not told about before starting, it
is very important that you not discuss your experiences with others who potentially could be
in this study. If people come into the study knowing about our specific predictions, as you
can imagine, it could influence their results, and the data we collected would not be usable.
As a reminder, your identity will be kept confidential, and your worker ID will not be
included or in any other way associated with the data collected in the study. The anonymized
dataset will be secured by encryption and will be password protected. We will keep our study
records for a minimum of 10 years. All records are destroyed according to University of
Waterloo policy.
Since some elements of the study are different from what was originally explained,
there is another consent form for you to read and complete, if you are willing to allow us to
use the information you have provided. This consent is also a record that the full purpose of
the study was explained to you.
This study has been reviewed and received ethics clearance through a University of
Waterloo Research Ethics Committee (ORE#43124). If you have questions for the
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Committee contact the Office of Research Ethics, at 1-519-888-4567 ext 36005 or oreceo@uwaterloo.ca.
For all other questions contact David Drewery, dwdrewery@uwaterloo.ca.
We really appreciate your participation and hope that this has been an interesting
experience for you.
I have questions about the use of deception in this study (If yes, contact David
Drewery, dwdrewery@uwaterloo.ca)


Yes



No
I give my permission for the researchers to use my data and/or the information I

provided through the online survey for this study.


Yes



No
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Appendix G
Thank You Letter
Thank you for your interest in this study.
I would like to thank you for your participation in this study entitled "Exploring
Perceived Emotional Synchrony in an Online Context: An Experiment". As a reminder, the
purpose of this study is to explore how solitary leisure service experiences might best be
transformed into "shared" ones and how such transformations impact the leisure service
experience.
The data collected in the study will contribute to a better understanding of how leisure
service experiences traditionally characterized as "solitary" might be perceived as "shared".
As a reminder, this study has been reviewed and received ethics clearance through a
University of Waterloo Research Ethics Committee (ORE#43124). If you have questions for
the Committee contact the Office of Research Ethics at 1-519-888-4567 ext. 36005 or oreceo@uwaterloo.ca.
For all other questions or if you have general comments or questions related to this
study, please contact David Drewery, Department of Recreation and Leisure Studies, Faculty
of Health, University of Waterloo. Email: dwdrewery@uwaterloo.ca.
Please remember that your identity will be kept confidential and your worker ID will
not be included or in any other way associated with the data collected in the study. Once all
the data are collected and analyzed for this project, we plan on sharing this information with
the research community through seminars, conferences, presentations, and journal articles. If
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you are interested in receiving more information regarding the results of this study, please
contact the researchers and, when the study is completed, anticipated by December 2021, we
will send you the information. In the meantime, if you have any questions about the study,
please do not hesitate to contact me by email as noted below.

David Drewery,
University of Waterloo
Department of Recreation and Leisure Studies
519-888-4567 ext. 37342
dwdrewery@uwaterloo.ca.
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